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The initial X3D Earth Technical Requirement Workshop called together leading 
researchers, developers and industry experts to determine a broad set of technical 
requirements that will be necessary to construct an X3D Earth.  This workshop was held 
14-15 November 2006 at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey,  
California, USA. 
The main goal in the creation of an Extensible 3D (X3D) Earth will be achieved 
by Web3D Consortium members who are preparing to build a standards-based suite of 
software tools usable by governments, industry, scientists, academia and the general 
public. X3D mappings of world terrain, cartography and imagery will be made available 
for use in any scene, making it easy to geospatially reference and share X3D models. 
Open standards, the Web architecture, utilization of the Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) and open protocols will be leveraged throughout. Both commercial and open-
source software codebases will be able to utilize these best practices and contribute to 
these shared assets.  
The goal of this technical requirements workshop was for participants to identify 
and prioritize the technical requirements, available capabilities, open challenges and 
strategic partnerships needed for a Web3D working group to execute this ambitious 
project. Emphasis was placed on extensibly adapting existing resources and in 
cooperation towards achieving shared goals, especially with other open geospatial 
organizations and standards. These workshop results document participant contributions, 
next-step activities and goal milestones. 
The workshop concluded that X3D Earth is feasible and that the effort can be 
started now.  Many resources are already available, yet work will be needed to make 
them compatibly available.  No showstoppers were discovered; a nice surprise after so 
many diverse inputs.  Finally, lots of collaboration and coordinated work are needed to 
proceed successfully in order to build a web-services infrastructure and develop a server-
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Figure 1. Montage of Visual Concepts Courtesy of Aniviza, Inc., NPS MOVES, 
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I. EXTENSIBLE 3D (X3D) EARTH INTRODUCTION 
A.  WORKSHOP STRUCTURE 
 
1. Overview 
The initial X3D Earth Technical Requirement Workshop called together leading 
researchers, developers and industry experts to determine a broad set of technical 
requirements that will be necessary to construct an X3D Earth.  This workshop was held 
14-15 November 2006 at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey,  
California, USA. 
 
2. Summary of X3D Earth Goals 
Web3D Consortium members are preparing to build a standards-based X3D Earth 
usable by governments, industry, scientists, academia and the general public.  
X3D mappings of world terrain, cartography and imagery will be made available for use 
in any scene, making it easy to geospatially reference and share X3D models.  Open 
standards, the Web architecture, XML languages and open protocols will be used 
throughout.  Both commercial and open-source software codebases will be able to utilize 
these best practices and contribute to these shared assets. 
 
3. Workshop Goal 
Participants will identify and prioritize the technical requirements, available 
capabilities, open challenges and strategic partnerships needed for a Web3D working 
group to execute this ambitious project.  Emphasis will be placed on extensibly adapting 
existing resources and cooperating to achieve shared goals, especially with other open 
geospatial organizations and standards.  Workshop results will document participant 






4. Participant Preparation 
Prospective attendees were asked to submit a short whitepaper or descriptive 
slideset in advance of the workshop.  In this way, each participant might be well versed in 
other presenter’s ideas, and also confident that their own ideas were well expressed.  This 
approach enabled a deeper (and more rapid) exploration of the many technical issues 
relevant to commencing an X3D Earth (X3DE) working group and development effort.  
 
5. Submission Requirements 
Prospective participants were first required to submit a brief abstract discussing 
why they should attend.  Prior to the workshop, all attendees were requested to provide a 
2-4 page summary and short slideset regarding their area of interest, so that all 
participants can contribute to achieving the “big picture” goals.  Whitepaper topics 
include following issues: 
• Strategic goals statement for community or domain of interest 
• Requirements for X3D Earth technical architecture and shared 
implementations 
• Assets already available:  datasets and datastreams, software, hardware, labor, 
etc. 
• Access and intellectual property rights (IPR) restrictions 
• Unresolved challenges and open questions that still need to be addressed 
Participation in this workshop was open to all interested stakeholders whose input 
abstracts were accepted.  Each workshop participant was able to present a summary of 
their goal requirements, available assets and continuing efforts.  Ongoing participation in 
subsequent X3D Earth Working Group activities is only expected to be available to 






6. Dissemination of Information 
All technically sound written submissions were accepted and published online as 
part of the X3D Earth public website.  Each contributor’s ability to physically attend the 
workshop was not a prerequisite for inclusion. 
Contributions may be published immediately if desired.  The organizers 
recommend this approach in order to gain the benefit of immediate dialog on the public 
mailing list. 
Contributors may modify or defer publication of their contributions prior to the 
workshop.  Afterwards, all contributions are online and publicly available. 
 
B. KEYNOTE PRESENTATION 
 
1. Project Overview 
In partnership with other contributing Web3D members, the NPS team proposes 
to use the Web architecture, XML languages and open protocols to build a standards-
based X3DE usable by governments, industry, scientists, academia and the general 
public. 
 
2.  X3D Earth: What is it? 
• Build a backdrop X3D (Web3D Consortium, 2004) model of planet 
Earth 
• Use publicly available terrain datasets 
• Use publicly available imagery 
• Use X3DGeospatial Component (Brutzman & Daly, 2007) throughout 
• Provide linkable location for any place 
• Provide hooks for physical models 
• Use open standards, extensions and process 
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3.  Why X3D Earth is needed 
• Proprietary commercial approaches are viable, but not necessarily over 
long term 
• Many past commercial failures, shutdown 
• Even very large companies sometimes subject to economic pressures 
beyond their control 
• Government, science, research and academic needs are different than 
commercial needs 
• Public and government assets need to be openly available over long 
term, indefinitely 
• Huge investment in data preparation 
• Future rework/rewrite may not be possible 
• Archiving, availability is essential prerequisite for many agencies 
• New spatial applications become possible including Semantic Web 
(Daconta, Obrst, & Smith, 2003) and search applications 
• Not intended as a commercial competitor to other schemes 
• They already have technologies of choice, economic imperatives and 
business models 
• Viva la difference 
• Some commercial approaches may actually benefit by having and 
open approach widely available, providing new services and products 
 
4.  The key challenge is scalability 
Because the only information systems capable of scalably growing to match 
global scope are the Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW), X3D Earth will 
deliberately follow the architectural principles of WWW (Jacobs, Walsh, & et. al., 2004). 
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5.  Data 
• 3D, Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) communities have a 
wealth of data and imagery 
• Both freely available and sustainably funded 
• Significant metadata usually included 
• Many different formats, not always searchable 
• Let’s get consistent and professional about how to represent, compose 
and harmonize such data in X3D 
• Create “path of least resistance” to success 
• Some converters already available (e.g. KML2X3D) (Media 
Machines, 2006) 
 
6.  Science 
• Researchers model the world in detail already, but rarely interconnect 
on to another 
• Most interesting part of “virtual reality” (VR) is reality – which means 
physics 
• Need hooks to connect physics engines, virtual sensors, propagation 
algorithms and live sources 
 
7.  Stepping up is inevitable 
• Long-running experience in 3D graphics has shown that each 
accomplishment leads to new (and sometimes unforeseen) challenges 
• “Graphics Internetworking: Bottlenecks and Breakthroughs,” Chapter 
4, Digital Illusion (Dodsworth, 1998) 
• X3D’s past and present are a prelude to our next steps 
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8.  Partnerships are big trump cards 
• The hardest parts of the technical infrastructure are already proven 
possible 
• Web3D X3D specifications (Web3D Consortium, ) 
• World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Recommendations (World Wide 
Web Consortium.) 
• OpenGIS Consortium (OGC) specifications (OGC, 2006) 
• Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) standards 
(SISO, 2006) 
• Object Management Group (OMG) approaches (Object Management 
Group, 2006) 
• Two Web-Enabled Modeling and Simulation (WebSim) symposia 
have demonstrated that large partnerships can work 
 
9.  Server-side 3D graphics 
• Our classical bias in the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) 
Special Interest Group for Computer Graphics and Interactive 
Techniques (SIGGRAPH) (ACM SIGGRAPH news — siggraph.org.) 
community is to think in terms of client-side 3D graphics 
• With terrain databases, imagery, cartography and worlds of related 
objects, the subject of attention becomes server-side 3D graphics 
• New issues of interest include preprocessing, prerendering, decimation 
and compression, digital signature, encryption, streaming, etc.  Fresh 






10.  Proven success story 
• Web3D Consortium members have the capabilities, resources and 
staying power to undertake this major new Web initiative. 
• Proof point: NPS already proposing and executing multiple ambitious 
projects with many Web3D members 
• All this work is unencumbered, repeatable 
 
11.  Conclusions and Recommendation 
• Lots of successes have brought us here today 
• X3D Earth is necessary and feasible 
• Needed for government assets, science, research and public access 
• Lots of demonstrated work can be applied 
• Web3D consortium members should undertake an X3D Earth project 
as a strategic initiative 
• Good work can contribute in a coherent way 
• Good outcomes can result for everyone 
 
12.  Next steps, workshop 
• Announce SIGGRAPH Boston, MA, 1-3 August 2006 (complete) 
• Establish X3D Earth working group in Web3D (complete) (Web3D 
Consortium - X3D Earth.) 
• Industry, standards groups, agencies, universities and other 
implementation teams invited to participate (ongoing) 
• Fall workshop at NPS inviting all key player (complete) 
o Price of admission: point paper listing requirements, capabilities 
and needs 
o Total sum = working group agenda 
 
Figure 1.   Montage of Visual Concepts Courtesy of Aniviza, Inc., NPS MOVES, Planet 9 




C. TECHNICAL REPORT ORGANIZATION 
 
1. Chapter I, X3D Earth Introduction 
This chapter presents workshop structure and the keynote presentation of guiding 
principles for establishment of X3D Earth. 
 
2. Chapter II, Contributor Presentations 
This chapter includes all participant presentations and white papers from the 
workshop.  These are the primary products of the workshop. 
 
3. Chapter III, Web3D Consortium Technical Requirements 
This chapter presents a long and detailed list of candidate technical requirements 
for X3DE.  This list was generated through an extensive email dialog held on the Web3D 
Consortium mailing lists and during weekly X3D Working Group teleconferences.  
Discussion moderation and requirements compilation was performed by Alan Hudson, 
Web3D Consortium President. 
 
4. Chapter IV, Participant Discussion 
This chapter presents excerpted dialog point, question and answers from the 
workshop dialog.  Many fruitful discussions occurred.  Dialog synopses are provided 
from minutes taken by Amela Sadagic and Terry Norbraten of NPS, and Rita Turkowski 
of the Web3D Consortium, with further inputs by attendees. 
 
5. Chapter V, Conclusions and Recommendations 






6. Appendix A, Workshop Call for Participation (CFP) 
The X3D Earth Technical Requirements Workshop Call for Participation (CFP) 
was distributed widely September – November 2006 with public announcement at the 
www.web3d.org website. 
 
7. Appendix B, List of Attendees 
Two dozen attendees participated in the workshop.  Several other individuals also 
contributed substantively.  Contact information and affiliation are listed here. 
 
8. Appendix C, Workshop Agenda 
The agenda provided a fast-paced schedule for attendees to present their work and 
discuss the numerous issues of common and controversial interest. 
 
9. Appendix D, Web3D 2007 Symposium Call for Participation 
The Web3D 2007 International Symposium will address a wide range of topics 
about 3D and Multimedia on the Web Topics include languages, tools, rendering 
techniques, human-computer interaction, mobile devices and innovative applications. As 
in previous years, this event will be sponsored by ACM SIGGRAPH and held in 
cooperation with both EuroGraphics and the Web3D Consortium. 
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II. CONTRIBUTOR PRESENTATIONS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter contains slideset presentations given by each contributing 
participant.  Each presentation is reproduced here by permission.  Presentations are also 
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C. X3D LARGE SCALE TERRAIN RENDERING EXTENSIONS 
by Alan D. Hudson, Justin Couch and Stephen N. Matsuba 
 
Abstract 
Traditional X3D modeling is not well suited for large-scale geometry modeling 
where the entire model contains gigabytes of data. This paper proposes a set of nodes that 
extend the existing geospatial component to add the ability to stream geometry to the 
scene based on the user's current position, allow for dynamic and configurable displays 
based on the available source(s) while providing the browser vendor the opportunity to 
implement highly efficient terrain-specific rendering capabilities. 
 
Background 
Large scale terrain rendering requires a very different set of tactics compared to 
the traditional X3D model. In the traditional model, all the data to be rendered is directly 
contained in the file and any referenced files (e.g. inlines, textures etc). Once the file is 
read, everything is known. In the geospatial world, this can potentially lead to 
unmanageable file sizes in the order of terabytes. Just downloading the file itself could 
take hours or days. Those large files provide all the data, but in reality, the rendering only 
makes use of a very small subset of it at any one time.  
In traditional 2D applications rendering of large-scale terrain data is handled by a 
very specialised application called a Geospatial Information System, or more commonly 
known as a GIS. A GIS is responsible for all the terrain management tasks, such as 
reading the files into memory, stitching maps together, filtering geolocated points of 
interest based on user-set filters as well as level of detail management. For example, 
when up in space, sub-meter resolution data is more dense than the pixels on screen and 
thus it is pointless requesting and using it. The GIS will filter the data to an appropriate 
level, handing it to the user's application to render. A GIS may also be embedded directly 
into the application as the primary drawing surface. Some GIS systems have their own 
3D renderer, so for the purposes of this paper, we will ignore this functionality as it is not 
relevant to the X3D market.  
In the 3D world, there are at least half a dozen commonly used rendering 
techniques for large scale terrains. Each technique requires the underlying data to be 
fetched in its own unique form. A simple grid of data points like an ElevationGrid is not 
always the most suitable way for these rendering engines to work. In addition, the level 
of information needed for collision detection of objects with the terrain is different to the 
detail needed for the terrain rendering itself. Each of these requests can be localised, 
greatly reducing the amount of data that needs to be fetched over the network.  
All of these requirements point to the need for X3D to evolve a system where it 
must be able to handle streamed data, yet maintain compatibility with X3D's traditional 
design philosophy. The design of such a system should also support the browser being 
able to scale the content's detail based on the individual system that it finds itself installed 
on. While the content developer has the option of asking and instructing the browser on 
the type(s) of content to display, the browser has the option of filtering it in order to 
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We start with the basic premise that in any form of rendering, the closer you are 
to an object, the more detail that is desired – the currently bound viewpoint defines the 
center of the highest detailed information to be displayed within that layer. This 
information is used by the browser implementation to interact with the underlying 
geospatial data source to access the appropriate amount and detail of data.  
The browser fetches information based on the location of the currently bound 
viewpoint. A browser shall be capable of using both GeoViewpoint and Viewpoint as 
input for determining what data needs to be fetched and according to it's specific 
rendering strategy. In addition, it may use elevation information to control the level of 
detail of information that it retrieves and renders. For example, being in space may only 
require 100Km resolution data, but on the ground would use 1m data. The browser is free 
to choose the level of detail it feels is appropriate to the location of the currently bound 
viewpoint, while also attempting to fulfill the requested minimums of the user. This 
requirement does not require the browser to use this resolution to the full visible limit. 
Most geospatial rendering algorithms selectively filter data to reduce resolution the 
further away it is from the current viewing location. This requirement only applies to the 
near-field viewing. 
These nodes do not define a GeoOrigin like their non-streamed relatives. As data 
is brought into the system, the position of the viewer is defined to be an implicit 
GeoOrigin, so that calculations are always most accurate around the current camera 
position. This will reduce many of the jitter problems that can become apparent in the 
existing geospatial nodes when navigating far from the GeoOrigin that was encountered 
when the user first loaded the world.  
The user may optionally provide advice on the minimum acceptable data 
resolution and bounds. When the data source is capable of providing data of at least this 
resolution, then the browser shall be required to fetch and render data of at least that 
resolution. However, it is acknowledged that not all data sources are equal and sometimes 
data may be available, but at a lesser resolution than that requested.  When this is the 
case, the browser may ignore the minimum requirements and fetch the best resolution 
data that it can access. Some data rendering at a lower resolution is always to be 
considered better than none at all. 
The spatial area covered by the data should be determined by the browser, but 
informed by hints on the node. When the user does not provide any hints, then the 
browser should use the visibility limit of the currently bound NavigationInfo to set the 
bounds of data that should be rendered. It is expected that the browser will typically have 
more data beyond this limit as part of its internal caching strategy for high performance 
rendering engine, this is just about defining the currently visible limits. If the visibility 
limit is set to infinite, the browser is free to choose it's own bounds (within reason) based 
on the performance criteria hints that the user may provide. 
Geospatial sources of data represent their contained data in one of two forms – 
bitmaps or vectors. Bitmap data is used to cover every section of the nominated space 
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with some form of meaningful data. The most common example of this is vegetation 
data. Each pixel of the bitmap corresponds to a vegetation type at that given grid square 
(where the size of the grid square is a property of the underlying data source). Vector data 
is used to represent information that only travels between given points. Examples of data 
in this form are political boundaries and road centerlines. A 2D rendering of this 
information typically does not allow for much stylistic variance. The 3D world, however, 
has many different ways of rendering them. Vegetation information may be rendered as 
the raw bitmap, a set of splatted textures, fixed 3D models or an intelligent modeling 
algorithm. Which of these options to use is highly dependent on the individual user's 
machine. A really fast machine could easily handle the full 3D geometry, but an old, 
obsolete machine would barely be able to handle a simple textured model. To cater for 
both ends of the spectrum, this proposal takes the approach of not letting the content 
author explicitly state what to use, only to provide performance hints to the browser. 
With geospatial rendering, it is trivially easy to grind an end-user's computer to a 
standstill with very simple bad design choices that “works OK on my computer”. Here 
we make use of the X3D design philosophy of letting the end user choose what works 
best for them, not what the content author forces them to have.  
  
Browser Hint Properties 
Despite allowing the browser almost full control over what is being rendered, the 
user still needs the ability to give the browser hints about what is considered the preferred 
optimisation strategy. One application may want to focus on speed, another on detail etc. 
A new browser property is defined that can be used, along with the given sets of 
values: 
 
GEOSPATIAL_RESOLUTION:  "SPEED", "DETAIL", "FIXED_FRAME_RATE" 
 
Optimsation for speed tells the browser that it is OK to drop spatial resolution in 
order to keep the frame rates as high as possible. It is mostly likely that the browser will 
only use the minimum resolution terrain data sources and not provide any detailed model 
rendering.  
Optimisation for detail tells the browser to favour using 3D models for the 
overlays rather than simple lines and textures. Terrain detail nearest the viewpoint will be 
higher, and the detail falloff will be further from that location.  
Optimisation for fixed frame rates allows the browser to raise and lower the detail 
levels so that a constant frame rate is achieved. Typically this is used in simulator-style or 
immersive systems where the goal is to render at a constant frame rate, such as 30 frames 
per second.  
 
Nodes and Abstract Data Types 
The following collection of nodes and abstract data types are proposed to provide 
streamed geospatial extensions. These nodes would be added as part of the Geospatial 




X3DGeospatialStreamedObject {  
SFFloat  [in,out] minimumResolution  0            [0,∞)  
MFString []       geoSystem          ["GD","WE"]  [see 25.2.3] 
SFString []       dataType           ""           ["VECTOR" | "RASTER" | 
.... ]  
SFString []       layerType          ""  
MFString []       source             []  
} 
 
 A streamed object provides data to the rendering system on the fly as the 
content is being rendered. It does not specify the protocol, method or strategy to be used 
to fetch this data. The browser implementation chooses a method appropriate to the 
source and it's own implementation of large-scale terrain rendering strategies. For 
example, if a browser implements the ROAM strategy then it would need to interact with 
the underlying source as sets of tiled data, while using a CLOD strategy would require a 
continuous stream of input. 
 The dataType field defines the type of data that can be expected from this 
streamed source. It allows the containing node to decide whether this source is applicable 
to its use. For example using raster data as an input for an indexed line set's Coordinate 
node would not be useful or usable. Two types are defined for the value, with other 
options available on an implementation-specific basis: 
 
“VECTOR” represents streamed data as 3D coordinates. 
 
“RASTER” represents streamed data as pixel data in a rectangular grid.  
The default value for this field is set by the concrete node definitions. 
 
 The layerType field provides an informative description of the data that 
this source represents. It could be used in a user interface or just as a unique way of 
identifying the specific data to be used. In addition, the browser implementation may 
choose to apply additional semantics based on this layer definition. For example it may 
choose to render vegetation data using 3D models rather than just as a raster overlay. 
River or road data may be treated in a similar fashion. If the browser chooses to interpret 
this field in this way then it is recommended that user interface options as well as browser 
options be provided to select which to show.  The following type values are defined to 











 The source type string lists a section of source locations that this content 
recommends fetching data from in order of preference. The protocols used to request and 
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interpret the returned data are not specified. The browser may choose to use all sources in 
order to fulfill the requests. Each source may only have information from a specific part 
of the world, so a browser is free to pull data from any source in order to fulfill the 
required data information.  A special URL protocol—"localgeo"— states that the browser 
may optionally choose to fetch the data from any local source or other internal 
implementation-specific source that it knows it has access to. 
 The mimimumResolution field defines the user-required minimum data 
resolution to be rendered. The resolution is specified in meters. A value of zero states that 
the user does not care what is available and the browser is free to choose a resolution 
based on some implementation-specific reasoning. 
 
 
GeoStreamedOverlay : X3DNode, X3DGeospatialStreamedObject {  
SFBool   [in,out] enabled            TRUE  
SFNode   [in,out] metadata           NULL        [X3DMetadataObject]  
SFFloat  [in,out] minimumResolution  0           [0,∞)  
MFString [in,out] stylePrefrence     ""          
["CENTERLINE","MODEL","DECAL"]  
SFString []       dataType           "RASTER"    ["VECTOR" | "RASTER" | 
.... ]  
MFString []       geoSystem          ["GD","WE"] [see ISO 19775-1, Part 1: 
25.2.3]  
SFString []       layerType          ""  
MFString []       source             []  
} 
 
 This node represents one of the overlays that are available to be rendered. 
Typically this node will be generated as output from the GeoSourceManager and then 
passed directly to the GeoStreamedElevationGrid.  The enabled field defines whether this 
overlay should be currently rendered. Data can still be fetched, but rendering is not 
performed. 
 The stylePreference field defines the user-preferred rendering style to be 
used for this layer, in order of preference. For example, this may be used to instruct the 
renderer to take road centerline vector data and render it as a decaled texture over the 
terrain rather than just a line set describing the centerline. Three values are defined by the 
specification. Implementations are permitted to provide other values. 
 
"CENTERLINE": Render the data as a set of line. Only applicable if the 
data type is vector. Has no meaning for raster data.  
"MODEL": Render the data as full 3D models. For example, vegetation 
raster map is turned into algorithmically generated tree, grass and 
flower models.  
 
"DECAL": Lay the data over the base elevation grid as a decaled texture.  
 
 Vector data has an appropriate image selected, raster data is directly 





GeoStreamedCoordinate : X3DCoordinateNode, 
                        X3DGeospatialStreamedObject {  
SFNode   [in,out] metadata           NULL        [X3DMetadataObject]  
SFFloat  [in,out] minimumResolution  0           [0,∞)  
SFString []       dataType           "VECTOR"    ["VECTOR" | "RASTER" | 
.... ]  
MFString []       geoSystem          ["GD","WE"] [see ISO 19775-1, Part 1: 
25.2.3]  
SFString []       layerType          ""  
MFString []       source             []  
} 
 
 This node describes a set of streamed geospatial coordinate data. It can be 
used as input for standard geometry such as line and triangle sets. The geometry values 
are provided based on the user's current location. 
 When using this node, it is recommended that all other geometry input is 
not provided and the default automatically generated normals, colors and texture 
coordinates are used. If these other fixed types are used, the behavior is undefined. 
 
GeoStreamedElevationGrid : X3DGeometryNode,  
                           X3DGeospatialStreamedObject {  
SFBool   [in,out] enableBase         TRUE  
SFNode   [in,out] metadata           NULL        [X3DMetadataObject]  
SFFloat  [in,out] mimimumRange       0           [0,∞)  
SFFloat  [in,out] minimumResolution  0           [0,∞)  
MFNode   [in,out] overlays           []          [GeoStreamedOverlay]  
SFDouble []       creaseAngle        0           [0,∞)  
SFString []       dataType           "RASTER"    ["VECTOR" | "RASTER" | 
.... ]  
MFString []       geoSystem          ["GD","WE"] [see ISO 19775-1, Part 1: 
25.2.3]  
SFString []       layerType          ""  
MFString []       source             []  
} 
 
 This node represents an elevation grid that sources its geometry from an 
external stream. Resolution, normals and texture coordinates are assumed to be calculated 
on the fly. Although this method can work with the normal appearance nodes, it is most 
likely that it will be better to use the overlay capability to provide the dynamic streamed 
texturing rather than rely on an external mechanism. 
 The overlay field defines the current set of geometry that can be rendered 
over the top of the elevation as decals. The declaration order defines their rendering 
order. Index 0 is rendered closest to the terrain, and index n is rendered furthest from the 
terrain. 
 The creaseAngle field is used to determine when to smooth shade or hard 
edge, as per the other geometry types. 
 The minimumRange field defines the minimum acceptable viewable 
distance that the user wishes to have. It also defines a linear distance in the local ground 
plane coordinates axes from the user's current location.  If this value is less than the 
visibilityLimit of the currently bound NavigationInfo, then the browser may use this 
value to guide how much terrain geometry needs to be loaded and managed. If this value 
is greater than the current visibilityLimit, then it may be ignored by the browser. This 
defines the minimum range, so that if the browser determines that it can support greater 
distance, it may choose to render more terrain than is suggested by this. Unless there is no 
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underlying data available, the browser shall always render at least this amount of 
geometry. 
 
GeoSourceManager {  
SFNode   [in,out] metadata    NULL        [X3DMetadataObject]  
MFString [out]    layerTypes  
MFString [out]    dataTypes  
MFString []       source      []  
} 
 
 This node represents the information that the browser is able to determine 
from the provided sources. This can be used by application code to configure on the fly 
what the user can build in their world. For example, a script could be written that queries 
this manager output and uses it to configure the overlays. 
 
GeoDragSensor : X3DDragSensorNode {  
SFBool   [in,out] autoOffset          TRUE  
SFString [in,out] description         ""  
SFBool   [in,out] enabled  TRUE  
SFNode   [in,out] metadata            NULL [X3DMetadataObject]  
SFBool   [out]    isActive  
SFBool   [out]    isOver  
SFVec3f  [out]    trackPoint_changed  
SFVec3f  [out]    trackNormal_changed  
SFVec3d  [out]    hitGeoCoord_changed  
SFNode   []       geoOrigin           NULL        [GeoOrigin]  




 This node creates a drag sensor that follows the surface of the underlying 
terrain. When a drag is in progress. the output is determined by the intersection point of 
the terrain and and the input device. The normal output is the surface normal at that 
intersection point. 
 The autoOffset field is ignored for this node as it is derived from the 
X3DDragSensorNode definition. 
 trackPoint_changed will generate something in the local 3D coordinate 
that has no geospatial reference. However, the authors feel that it is odd to have this 
component with these geospatial nodes as it is on GeoTouchSensor. 
 geoOrigin is provided for compatibility with the fixed geospatial nodes. 




This proposal defines a set of nodes and concepts that allow for streaming 
geospatial data to a scene. It strikes a balance between content author configurability, end 
user system capabilities and the browser implementation burden. It explicitly avoids 
definition of networking protocols or interactions between the browser and the 
underlying data source of the geospatial data. There are many potential options for this 
capability, both open standards and proprietary, and thus the realm of a separate 
discussion.  
 
D. X3D EARTH FROM A GAMING PERSPECTIVE 
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I. X3D AUGMENTATIONS FOR X3D GENERAL REFERENCING 
by Richard F. Puk, Ph.D., Intelligraphics, Inc. 
 
Abstract 
 X3D is already capable of presenting geo-spatially referenced data. However, 
these capabilities are somewhat rudimentary and can be significantly improved. This 
white paper describes how the spatial referencing of X3D can be generalized through 
adoption of recently approved SEDRIS standard technologies. 
 
Introduction 
 X3D Earth is a project that is intended to make spatial data residing in publicly 
available databases easily accessible. One goal of this project is to use International 
Standards that support the project and that also do not have significant intellectual 
property rights restrictions. X3D is the name given to one such set of standards. Another 
set of standards are those that specify SEDRIS technologies. This paper will describe 
how the SEDRIS technologies may be used to augment X3D with general spatial 
referencing capabilites as well as providing the means whereby metadata information can 





  The moniker, X3D, stands for Extensible 3D. The set of X3D standards 
specifies a representation and run-time environment for presenting dynamic 3D data. 
ISO/IEC 19775 is a two-part standard that specifies an abstract representation mechanism 
for describing 3D worlds and for accessing those worlds from external programs. Part 1 
is a specification of the abstract description of the X3D architecture and description 
mechanism. Part 2 is a specification of the Scene Access Interface that defines a set of 
services which can be accessed either from within an X3D world or from external 
programs. These services can be used to modify the world as it runs. 
 
  The X3D Architecture divides X3D functionality into a set of components. 
Each component specifies the capabilities for a particular type of functionality. For 
example, the Geometry3D Component describes 3D geometry nodes and the Navigation 
Component specifies the viewing and navigating functionality with X3D worlds. There 
are currently 40 components that are either standardized or in the process of being 
standardized. Historically, X3D is a 2nd generation standard that improves upon the 
Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) which was standardized as ISO/IEC 14772. 





  The set of abstract nodes and fields described in Part 1 of the X3D 
standard can be represented in files by encoding the abstract descriptions using various 
encoding techniques. ISO/IEC 19776 is a three-part standard that describes three different 
interchangeable encoding techniques: XML, Classic VRML, and Compressed Binary. 
Any X3D file can be encoded in one and converted to another without loss of 
information. In addition, X3D browsers that implement more than one encoding 
technique can intermix the X3D content that use differing encoding techniques. 
Additional techniques can be added by standardizing additional parts of ISO/IEC 
19776. 
 
  The services specified abstractly in Part 2 of X3D can be utilized from 
different scripting languages. ISO/IEC 19777 is a two-part standard that specifies 
language bindings for the abstract services. Part 1 specifies a binding to ECMAScript 
while Part 2 specifies a binding to Java. Other languages can be supported by 
standardizing additional parts of ISO/IEC 19777. 
 
  There are no IPR restrictions imposed by the X3D standards. 
 
SEDRIS Standards 
  SEDRIS is a set of standards for representing accurate descriptions of real 
or virtual spatial environments. SEDRIS does not specify a run-time environment. 
Instead, it supports the precise and standard description of spatial environments for use in 
simulations. The goal of SEDRIS is to allow the reuse of these spatial environments on 
differing simulation systems. The SEDRIS technologies consist of a Data 
Representation Model (DRM), an Environmental Data Coding Standard (EDCS), and a 
Spatial Reference Model (SRM). The latter two standards are defined generally so that 
they can be used either by the DRM or by other non-SEDRIS applications. 
 
  EDCS is standardized in ISO/IEC 18025 and specifies a standard set of 
codes for representing various concepts. For example, there is a standard code for 
representing a school building. This allows anyone who reads the code to understand that 
the associated data represents a school building. There are codes for such concepts: as 
classifications (what does the data describe), attributes (what are the properties of the 
object and what are the values for those properties), and units and unit scale factors (in 
what units is the object specified). Other codes are specified for working with these 
fundamental codes. Each concept is assigned a standard name, a standard code, and 
other information including descriptions, source references, and related information. 
 
  SRM is standardized in ISO/IEC 18026 and specifies a standard reference 
model for specifying spatial data. The SRM not only specifies the means for specifying 
such data but also the algorithms for implementing those specifications. In addition, 
names and codes are assigned for representing well-known and accepted celestial objects 
such as the planets, moons, and the sun. The SRM is especially valuable in that it collects 
in a single document information that has heretofore only been available in source 
material 
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that is often hard to find or, once found, hard to obtain. The concepts supported by 
the SRM include the specification of Spatial Reference Frames and Object Reference 
Models. The current X3D Geospatial Component uses a very small and limited subset 
of the information specified by the SRM. 
 
  The SEDRIS DRM is standardized in ISO/IEC 18023 and specifies a 
standard mechanism for representing spatial environments. The DRM is actually a 
mechanism for specifying the characteristics of data models and populating those data 
models. An instance of a populated data model is termed a transmittal in this standard. 
Part 1 of the SEDRIS standard specifies an abstract description of the capabilities of the 
DRM.  Also specified is an abstract specification of functions for creating and accessing 
transmittals and the constituent DRM elements of that transmittal. Parts 2 and 3 
specify an abstract transmittal file format and a particular binary encoding for 
transmittals. It is intended by this standard that transmittals be an interchange 
mechanism for environmental data which, to be utilized, needs to be imported into a 
simulation system for processing. 
 
  Each of the abstract standards described above have an associated standard 
binding to the C programming language. 
 
  The SEDRIS Organization is comprised of SEDRIS Associates 
representing a variety of organizations whose goal is to support the SEDRIS standards 
either as users or as product developers. One SEDRIS associate is ObjectRaku of 
Vancouver, BC. ObjectRaku is a company that supports SEDRIS and VRML for a 
variety of mostly military projects.  Since they already support both SEDRIS and the 
X3D predecessor, it might be worthwhile inviting them to join the X3D Earth project. 
 
  There are no IPR restrictions imposed by the SEDRIS standards. 
 
Integration of SEDRIS technologies within X3D 
 
SRM Integration 
  X3D already supports a very limited subset of the SRM. While this does 
allow geopositioning objects within an X3D world, it falls far short of supporting 
standardly available environmental data. For example, only one form of geodetic and on 
form of geocentric spatial reference frames are supported. Moreover, it is not generally 
possible to integrate environmental data specified in more than one SRF. The proposal 
is for the X3D Geospatial Component to be either enhanced to support all of the 
capabilities of the SRM or to specify a new X3D Spatial Component that supports the 
entirety of the SRM. Further research is needed to determine the best course. It should 
be noted that the entirety of the SRM has been implemented in an open source 
implementation available at http://www.sedris.org. In addition, there are many 
commercial implementations of the functionality. Thus, the time-consuming and 
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expensive job of implementing the algorithms is not needed. However, the means of 
specifying the requisite parameters within X3D remains. 
 
EDCS Integration 
  The information provided by EDCS can be considered metadata for most 
applications.  X3D already has a powerful and flexible metadata capability that allows 
metadata to be specified at any level and according to any metadata standard. Anyone 
wishing to use EDCS code in X3D worlds need only include the codes in the appropriate 
X3D metadata nodes. This should be encouraged as it does provide for a standard 
meaning to the metadata. The only area in which EDCS might influence the design of 
X3D is that EDCS allows values to be specified in any of a variety of compatible units. 
Should X3D desire to support units other than meters and radians, additional fields could 
be added as appropriate to allow unit and unit scale factor specification. However, this is 
not currently being proposed for X3D Earth. It should be noted that EDCS units are the 
units specified by ISO 41 which specifies international standard units. 
 
DRM Integration 
  There are currently no plans to integrate DRM functionality into X3D. 
However, it might be worthwhile to evaluate some of the capabilities of specific DRM 
classes as a means of augmenting X3D capabilities. An example is that the DRM 
supports a range of level of detail capabilities in addition to distance LOD. 
 
  One SEDRIS-based project that might be worthwhile would be to develop 
a translator from SEDRIS transmittals to X3D nodes. This would allow for convenient 
presentation of SEDRIS environments in a wider context. 
 
Proposal 
 As part of the X3D Earth project, a general enhancement to the X3D Geospatial 
Component (or an additional Spatial Component) will be necessary to handle the data 
that exists throughout the world in a variety of SRFs thus avoiding unnecessary SRF 
conversions and database duplications. In addition, integrating the entirety of the SRM 
in X3D would also provide support for non-Earth presentations as well as the SRM 
supports the ability to represent most of the celestial objects in our solar system. 
Additionally, the X3D Earth project should impose a requirement to use the EDCS to 
classify features being represented by X3D Earth data. In this manner, worldwide 






J. X3D EARTH VIEWING AND AUTHORING FOR THE WEB 























K. X3D EARTH WEB VIEWING AND AUTHORING REQUIREMENTS 
by Toni Parisi, Media Machines, Inc. 
 
Abstract 
 This document describes Media Machines’ involvement in the X3D Earth 
initiative being led the Naval Postgraduate School and the Web3D Consortium in 
partnership with Web3D vendors and affiliate organizations. Our specific areas of focus 
in this research are the deployment of X3D Earth content within web browsers, 
developing high performance and lightweight implementations for rendering and 
interaction, and providing affordable authoring solutions for integrating 3D models and 
geospatial data into real-time scenes. 
 
Introduction 
 The Naval Postgraduate School and the Web3D Consortium are spearheading the 
development of X3D Earth, a standards based geospatial visualization system usable by 
governments, industry, scientists, academia and the general public. X3D mappings of 
world terrain, cartography and imagery will be made available for use in any scene, 
making it easy to geospatially reference and share X3D models. 
 
 X3D Earth will employ open standards, web architectures, XML languages and 
open protocols throughout, and emphasize best practices. Vendors with closed- and 
opensource code bases will be able to participate. The Web3D Consortium is forming an 
X3D Earth working group to guide and manage the various activities related to the 
development of standards and best practices for the project. 
 
 Media Machines is participating in X3D Earth at several levels: as a strategic 
partner interested in advancing the project’s long-term goals; as a developer creating low-
cost, accessible solutions for the web; and as a long-time contributor to the architecture 
and development of the X3D standard. This paper outlines Media Machines’ participation 
in the project, including our business goals, product development plans, technical 
requirements, and the challenges that lay ahead. 
 
Strategic Goals 
 Media Machines’ mission is to establish our Flux™ technology as a premier 
platform for 3D web content and experiences. The company believes that geospatial 
visualization can greatly enhance those experiences, and that geospatial applications 
delivered on the web represent a significant commercial opportunity. The key to 
unleashing that opportunity is an open, web-based platform that allows geospatial data to 
be integrated with other web and 3D data into a seamless experience. 
 
 X3D Earth promises to develop an open, standards-based infrastructure for earth 
visualization. Media Machines is primarily interested in participating in the initiative to 
achieve the following strategic goals: 
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• Web-based Earth viewing for all, via a simple plug-in to web browsers.  
Earth viewing should not be trapped inside a “walled garden” or point product 
solution but should be deployable within a web browser; 
 
• AJAX and “mashup” support. The geospatial data delivered within a web 
browser must be programmable via web scripting languages, and able  to be 
integrated visually with other web page elements and web-based information 
services; 
 
• Open, web-based data format. The geospatial data itself should be based on 
open standard formats, deliverable over standard HTTP and accessible via 
AJAX and other request methods (such as X3D SAI createXXX calls). 
 
Requirements for X3D Earth Technical Architecture and Shared 
Implementations 
 For this project, Media Machines will focus on requirements for web-based 
presentation and data access. These include: 
 
• Full support for the existing X3D Geospatial rendering component, as well as 
extensions to that component deemed necessary to achieve quality rendering 
at the level of Google Earth or NASA World Wind; 
 
• Improvements to the viewing, navigation and interaction models within X3D 
browsers; 
 
• Specification and development of streaming delivery, programmatic access 
and other dynamic aspects of the architecture, with a particular focus on Ajax 
and lightweight Web deployment; 
 
• Full support for the proposed X3D Earth (“X3DE”) component of the X3D 
specification, and demonstrated interoperability with other X3DE-conformant 
browsers 
 
Media Machines Assets Available to Contribute to This Effort 
 Media Machines is a leading developer of open source, web-based solutions based 
on X3D. Our specific business focus is on software for developing consumer-grade 
content and applications in entertainment, e-commerce and social networking. We have 
several platform technologies and products that we can bring to bear in this project: 
 
• Flux Player – an open source, X3D-conforming lightweight web plugin for 





• Flux Studio – an easy to use authoring and publishing package for creating 
X3D content, free for personal/academic use and affordable for professionals; 
 
• Flux Widgets – an online service that allows X3D content creators to upload 
and share 3D models, scenes and applications, hosted at 
www.mediamachines.com; 
 
• Ajax3D – An open initiative, led by Media Machines, to develop Ajax-based 
libraries, development frameworks and best practices for web-based 3D 
application deployment – hosted at www.ajax3d.org. 
 
Access and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Restrictions 
 Media Machines does not have any intellectual property restrictions that will 
impact this project. 
 
Team; Related Work 
  Machines has been involved in several projects, past and ongoing, that are related 
to the X3D Earth initiative: 
 
 ARIVA Project. Media Machines is a subcontractor on the NPS ARIVA 
(Advanced Research in Interactive Visualization for Analysis) X3D Earth project. Our 
specific development tasks for that project are as follows: 
 
• Assist preparing X3DE Component documentation for Web3D and ISO 
approval; specifically review for feasibility rendering on Windows/DirectX. 
 
• Add proven geospatial extensions and X3D-Earth support to Flux web 
 browser plug-in for Windows clients, Internet Explorer and Firefox browsers 
 
• Extend FluxStudio authoring tool to support proven geospatial extensions 
 and X3D-Earth 
 
• Develop sample lightweight X3DE Global Viewer capable of running in a 
 web page, based on AJAX architecture ("AJAX3D") 
 
 City of St. Paul Mapping Prototype. Media Machines has been contracted by the 
City of St. Paul, MN, to develop an X3D-based web prototype to visualize the city’s 
terrain data with layers that include satellite imagery, streets and other infrastructure. 
 
 Team. Media Machines’ technical team includes leading X3D specification team 
members and web pioneers: CEO Tony Parisi, Engineering Vice President Keith Victor , 
CTO Jay Weber, and senior engineer Dave Arendash, all of whom have made significant 
contributions to X3D and other web standards and protocols. Our team is also leading the 
charge in open web3D development with the Ajax3D initiative and the innovative 
information services hosted at www.mediamachines.com 
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Unresolved Technical Challenges 
 Media Machines has identified several technical challenges for this project, as 
follows: 
 
o Intuitive earth-based navigation interface 
o Multi-resolution terrain rendering 
o Data layering – optimizing performance and rendering 
o Client-server networking – architectures for delivering data 
o User interface design within Flux Studio, for easy placement of geospatially  
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S. X3D EARTH REQUIREMENT RECOMMENDATION: PEER-TO-PEER 
(P2P) STREAMING CONTENT DELIVERY 
by Shun-Yun Hu and Jehn-Ruey Jiang, National Central University Taiwan 
 
Abstract 
 Web3D Consortium's new initiative X3D Earth will attempt to create a browsable 
environment of planet Earth in full 3D, providing access of a vast amount of 3D contents 
to a wide range of users that include the general public. Scalability of the system 
architecture and delivery mechanism thus is recognized as an important goal and 
requirement for X3D Earth. However, today's predominant client-server based content 
delivery mechanism has shown inherent scalability limits and possesses a single point of 
failure; while server-cluster based solutions such as content delivery networks (CDNs) 
may be expensive in both cost and maintenance. This paper recommends the use of peer-
to-peer (P2P) network as the main delivery mechanism, in order to solve the scalability 
problem in a cost-effective manner. 
 
What is P2P? 
 Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is a method to network large number of commodity computing 
resources for a collective goal. It has gained widespread attention and popularity in recent 
years via file-sharing software such as Napster, Gnutella, Kazza, eDonkey, as well as 
voice-over-IP (VoIP) software such as Skype [1]. P2P distinguishes itself from the more 
traditional client-server paradigm by providing high scalability without incurring the 
costs of dedicated servers that provide equivalent services.  This is achieved through 
utilizing resources (CPU, bandwidth, and storage) provided by the users of the network, 
so the amount of total usable resources actually increases with the number of concurrent 
user, as opposed of being consumed only in client-server architectures. 
 
Why P2P? 
 The major benefits of a P2P architecture are scalability and affordability. A 
system reaches its scalability limit when its resources are depleted. For most network 
applications this limiting resource is the bandwidth at the server. For example, if a web 
server has a T1 connection (1.544Mbps) to the outside and each user consumes 10 kbps 
(a little more than 1KB per second), it will have a theoretical limit of about 150 
concurrent users (1544 / 10 = 154). Although the amount of server-side resources may 
increase by provisioning more servers and server-side bandwidth (e.g. content delivery 
networks, or CDNs, such as Akamai [2]), this will introduce the issues of design 
complexity, over-provisioning, load-balancing, and maintenance. On the other hand, P2P 
systems take advantage of the CPU and bandwidth resources of user computers, so the 
amount of total usable resources actually increase with user size. If designed well, P2P 
systems can provide superb scalability with only light server-side provisioning. 
 
 As the required amount of server resources is limited, P2P systems can be easier 
to maintain and cheaper to host than client-server architectures that provide equivalent 
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services. This can be seen from the example of BitTorrent [3], a popular P2P design for 
delivering large files. Measurement studies have observed an average download rate 
between 240 kbps and 500 kbps (30 ~ 60KB/s) [4, 5], while many content providers have 
used BitTorrent to provide large-scale distributions of their contents without incurring 
expensive bandwidth bills (for example, one student distributed a total of 750 GB of 
contents by paying only USD$4 for the bandwidth [6]). If the costs to host an X3D Earth 
server is sufficiently low, one important implication is that interested parties may develop 
and host extensions using other datasets by using X3D Earth's open source codebase. 
 
 For X3D Earth, scalability in terms of the number of concurrent users has been 
recognized as the key challenge. Scalability will be a concern given the potential 
popularity and wide interests from its diverse user groups, and the issue is compounded 
by the fact that real-time 3D data transmission can be both CPU and bandwidth intensive 
(i.e. visibility determination requires CPU power, while the delivery of 3D contents 
requires bandwidth). Without a scalable design built into its delivery mechanism, the 
popularity and adoption of X3D Earth will likely be hindered. 
 
Challenges 
 Given P2P's benefits, it may be desirable that the basic content delivery 
mechanism of X3D Earth is based on a P2P architecture. However, there are at least two 
technical challenges involved: 
 
 1. Compressed and progressive encoding of 3D contents 
 In order for users of X3D Earth to access the vast amount of 3D contents, sending 
the contents progressively and compactly (i.e. via streaming delivery) is essential. This 
will allow clients to render the screen as soon as a few data pieces are obtained, and the 
view can then be progressively refined as more data pieces arrive. 
 
 2. Adaptation of P2P streaming for 3D contents 
 Although solutions for P2P-based file delivery and media streaming exist [7, 8], 
unlike static file or media contents, 3D streaming requires the delivery of many 3D 
objects based on visibility calculations, existing approaches therefore may not work out 
of the box [9]. For example, although BitTorrent is efficient at delivering large non-
sequential data files, it was not designed for streaming. Modifications or new schemes 
may thus need to be devised. 
 
What we can contribute (our capabilities) 
 Our lab has been investigating the usage of P2P architecture to support multi-user 
virtual environments, and recently on the streaming delivery of 3D contents. Our P2P 
work has appeared in IEEE Network [10], one of the leading academic journals in 
computer networking, and our P2Pbased 3D streaming proposal was presented during 
Web3D 2006 [9]. Simulation results showing significant bandwidth saving by P2P 
delivery is also described in a recent technical report [11].  Starting from August 2006, 
we have a three-year research project funded by the National Science Council of Taiwan 
to conduct P2P-based networked virtual environment research, where the first research 
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topic is on P2P-based 3D streaming [12]. We are thus able to contribute research 
concepts and prototype implementation of P2P-based streaming solutions for 3D contents 
that are usable by the X3D Earth project. 
 
What do we need? 
 As the main research direction of our lab is on distributed system, P2P networking 
and content delivery, but not computer graphics, we will likely need the inputs and 
collaborations from graphics experts in the first challenge of P2P-based 3D streaming -- 
the compressed and progressive encoding of 3D contents usable for X3D Earth. We 
therefore welcome and seek collaborations with academic or industrial partners on the 
graphics aspect of this challenging task. 
 
Conclusion 
 X3D Earth is an ambitious yet worthwhile project where the results may benefit 
diverse groups of users. The system needs to be both scalable, in order to service large 
number of concurrent users, yet at the same time, be affordable so that independent 
services and additional sites may be created by interested parties. Peer-to-peer 
architecture thus is a more sensible choice over the traditional client-server based 
delivery mechanisms. We recommend that P2P delivery be included as part of 
the requirements of X3D Earth, and our lab is willing to provide the necessary research 
and implementation support. However, we do need the inputs and collaborations from 
graphics experts, in solving some of the unique issues of compressed and progressive 
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U. OPEN STANDARDS FOR EXCHANGING COMMAND AND CONTROL 
AND GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION 
by Dr. Michael R. Heib, Dr. J. Mark Pullen, Curt Blais and Dr. Don Brutzman 
 
Open Standards are critical for obtaining actionable geo-information within a Command 
and Control (C2) context. Current Command and Control systems utilize a wide variety 
of 2D and 3D visualization technologies. However, most of the map displays developed 
in the last 10 years are raster based and do not employ a Geospatial Information System 
(GIS). However, the commercial world employs GIS widely for visualizing and 
processing geospatial information. 
 
Terrain and weather effects represent a fundamental, enabling piece of battlefield 
information supporting situation awareness and the decision-making processes forC2). 
These effects can both enhance or constrain force tactics and behaviors, platform 
performance (ground and air), system performance (e.g. sensors) and the soldier. 
 
Battlefield Management Language (BML) is being developed as a open standard for 
specifying military missions. Within NATO the task group MSG-048 “Coalition BML” is 
defining a BML using the Command and Control Information Exchange Data Model 
(C2IEDM) as a lexicon. The integration of actionable terrain and weather information 
within a Coalition C2 process can best be accomplished by developing a common 
“abstract” representation of geo-environmental objects – a geoBML. These common 
spatial objects are defined as those required in a specific mission context (e.g., an 
“assembly area” to stage equipment). Also required is the explicit set of tactical 
relationships between the expanded set of geo-environmental objects and military 
missions. 
 
Currently, terrain data and C2 data are stovepiped in C2 systems and applications. C2 
information is overlaid on a map in a hap-hazard fashion. geoBML is a solution to this 
problem and has the potential to be a well specified interface to enable modern GIS 
systems to geolocate C2 information for modern C2 applications. The current geospatial 
tool for US Defense applications is C/JMTK (the Commercial Joint Mapping Toolkit), a 
developers package that provides robust GIS functionality. However, C2 systems would 
benefit from a well codified interface between C/JMTK and the C2IEDM. Similarly, 
other GIS systems that provide additional functionally to C/JMTK require such an open 
standard to provide advanced visualization, terrain reasoning, etc. 
 
Open standards for GIS are an enabler for C4I system development and deployment. 
Having both open source 3D earth and commercial products such as C/JMTK conform to 
the same standards is necessary in the future. 
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W. X3D-EARTH IN THE SOFTWARE VISUALIZATION PIPELINE 































X. POSITION PAPER: X3D-EARTH IN THE SOFTWARE VISUALIZATION 
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III. CANDIDATE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents a long and detailed list of candidate technical requirements 
for X3D Earth.  This list was generated through an extensive email dialog held on the 
Web3D Consortium mailing lists and during weekly X3D Working Group 
teleconferences.  Discussion moderation and requirements compilation was performed by 
Alan Hudson, Web3D Consortium President. 
 
B. PROPOSED TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
The below is excerpted from Alan Hudson’s X3DE requirements white paper. 
 
 The authors propose that the following requirements be adopted for the X3D 
Earth initiative: 
 
 1. Provide a seamless space to face viewing experience of the Earth 
  o Allow the user to go inside the Earth as well as view subsurface data  
       like well and mine data 
  o Local override of terrain mesh and imagery desired 
• Allows a proposed construction site to show changes 
  o Bathymetry data should be available 
  
 2. Each participant should contribute computing resources 
  o Bandwidth 
• p2p distribution of assets 
  o processing 
  o storage 
 
 3. Server Requirements 
  o Provide a reference Server Architecture 
  o Provide at least one Open Source Implementation 
  o Multiple versions of X3D Earth should be possible 
• Chain of materials, but local servers can override a resource 
o Web3D provides a base level resource for terrain and 
imagery 
• Allows the distribution of private data, i.e. classified sources, 




 4. Client Requirements 
  o Provide at least one open source implementation of an X3D earth client 
  o Easy navigation 
 Planet centered navigation mode 
 Ground level navigation mode 
 Subsurface navigation mode 
 
 5. World State 
  o Provide a mechanism for distributing world state 
• Example: Is a light turned on? 
 
 6. Chat System 
  o Chat areas divided by some mechanism—perhaps regional divisions. 
 
 7. Display of Volume data registered to Terrain data 
  o ISSUE: How to render geospatial correct, typically a cube but needs be  
       a frustum? 
  o NASA Use Case: Underground scans for possible moon base 
  o Planet 9 Use Case: Animated weather/dispersion display from   
       simulation in a city 
  
 8. Community-provided object authoring 
o Provide an easy art path for users to create content 
o Voting System to bring best assets up / avoid spam 
o Multiple overlays of data/objects subscribable by user 
• Enable data vendors for overlays like 3D Buildings, GIS 
information 
 
 9. Enable client implementers to differentiate themselves 
  o By how well a layer is rendered? 
• For example, tree coverage (color, texture map, 3D objects) 
  o Could have conformance issues. 
 
 10. Enable multiple planetary bodies to be viewed 
  o Up to the Solar System scale 
  o NASA Use Case: Be able to show a complete earth to mars mission 
  o Show exploration missions on asteroids as well for mining 
 
 11. User selectable truth or synthetic view of data 
  o Any derived visualizations should be controllable by the user so the  
       raw data can be seen 
 
 12. Data Fusion 
  o Easy to combine multiple data sources on top of the world 
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o GeoRSS overlay is a good example 
o WMS/WFS/WCS Support 
o Positioning of GeoTIFF files 
o KML file display? 
o Can either directly support some of these or make sure the API's make   
     it easy 
o Ability to import/merge DWG and IFC files 
o This might be a conversion to X3D or directly inlining 
 
 13. Ability to represent building internals 
 
 14. Semantically markup items to enable smarter agent behaviors 
o Example: denote what are doors/windows/stairs 
o We are not sure what onotologies to use 
o Should we create as a layer so the client can request different versions? 
 
 15. Drive users to download X3D players by compelling content/experiences 
o Should we adopt a game principal of scarcity to keep users coming  
     back? 
o Highlight the 5 best data streams (attention) 
 
Question to be Considered: 
 
Should the streaming function be streaming for earth, or a more generic technology for 
streaming geometry and textures? 
 
C. CONTINUING GROUP INPUTS TO THE REQUIREMENTS 
Provide a seamless “space to face: viewing experience of the Earth. 
Allow the user to go inside the Earth as well as view subsurface data like well and 
mine data 
Local override of terrain mesh and imagery desired 
 Allows a proposed construction site to show changes 
Bathymetry data should be 
Data Compositioning 
 Easy to combine multiple data sources on top of the world 
 GeoRSS overlay is a good example 
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 WMS/WFS/WCS Support 
 Positioning of GeoTIFF files 
 KML file display? 
 Can either directly support some of these or make sure the API’s 
Time presentation 
 - can I see the world as it was in the past? 
LIDAR data conversion to X3D 
Embed identify and trust into the chain to be able to validate the final 
 DRM has a role to play here 
 The ability to display the providence of data 
Reprojection on the fly important 
 Fusing different world project images 
Issue: Combination of flat-earth and curved earth datasources 
Measure and query geometries 
There are many 2D projections from spherical to flat.  Perhaps unnecessary when 
rendering to 3D, but they represent surprising possibilities.  Also pertains to unwarping 
collected data.   
Carbon Project: http://www.thecarbonproject.com  
 Free VMS viewer 
Need pagable  
Better hyperlinking to other worlds, sources of information 
 More information available.  May not be graphical information 
 Annotations 
How to describe? 
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IV.  PARTICIPANT DISCUSSION EXCERPTS 
A. OPENING REMARKS AND INTRODUCTIONS (DON BRUTZMAN, NPS) 
 
B.  DOUGLAS MAXWELL (NUWC) 
Q. What are the dependencies on GeoElevationGrids? 
A. The GeoSpatial libraries. 
Don B. – Certainly, the implementation of X3DE is feasible for bathymetric 
models, as demonstrated by your work.  Getting the right design patterns for large 
archives of server-side data assets is crucial.   
 
C. MIKE MCCANN (MBARI) 
Q. Have you considered converting all of your scenes from Virtual Reality 
Modeling Language (VRML97) to X3D? 
A. Yes, of course.  However, navigation modes are an issue.  Cosmo player’s 
navigational modes are desired as other browsers do not support walk do to the up vector 
not normal to the earth’s surface. 
Mapping 2D to 3D, maintaining orientation is crucial.  Choosing your own 
particular viewpoint will need to be considered. 
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) is using GeoVRML as a 
Production Application, Netscape + CosmoPlayer and GeoVRML (about 10 years old 
now); scripted with VRML. Used by MBARI scientists in daily conduct of ocean 
exploration. 
 
D. DR. JULIAN GOMEZ (POLISHED PIXELS) 
Q. As X3D Earth connects to proposed standards, will people be able to access 
and use these technologies? 
A. Absolutely 
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E. DR. RICHARD PUK (INTELLIGRAPHICS, INC.) 
Q. What is the relationship with European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG) 
codes?   
A. Spatial Reference Model (SRM) templates can be used to map.  SRM can 
handle both ellipsoids and the WGS84 geoid. 
Q. Has the Synthetic Environment Data Representation and Interchange 
Specification (SEDRIS) begun to use XML? 




F. TONY PARISI (MEDIA MACHINES) 
Q. You talked about the browser plugin, but you also talk about the browser 
application itself. 
A. Yes, the plugin allows you to visualize a scene, but the browser application 
itself allows you to author scenes and view them.  The two come packaged together. 
Q. I know you are tied to Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) and how it 
relates to Web3D and how it communicates with Flux Studio.  Are you into any other 
technologies for X3D support? 
A. Think of AJAX as a glue layer in building an X3D scene, but only a piece of 
the toolkit.  Popular applications such as Google Earth and SL are not platforms even 
though people are trying to make them bigger than they are. 
The Ajax3D mailing list now has 150 subscribers.  Ajax3D a part of Flux Studio, 
but not a huge part of Ajax3D is used for graphics. 
Q. What’s your view on JavaScript for performance as compared to other 
performance-related scripting languages? 
A. Flux has a very optimized JavaScript engine.  Further optimizations can be 
performed.  Performance is excellent and matches real-time 3D requirements.   
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Q. Do you like that we now have both an Ecmascript and  a Java™ Scene Access 
Interface (SAI) for authoring scenes? 
A. It’s a great way to experiment with extensions to each and how to map these to 
each browser. 
Q. What’s the relationship with Collada and X3D?  There is a converter now. 
A. A joint story is emerging and is complementary.  Web3D Consortium is 
working on memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Khronos to permit shared efforts 
to proceed together. 
 
G. NICK POLYS, VIRGINIA TECH (VT) SLIDES (DON BRUTZMAN 
MODERATOR) 
Requirements: Speed, federated applications, an Application Programmer 
Interface (API) to expose scenegraph nodes.  Immersive and gigapixel display; e.g. head 
and device tracking for gestural and 3D device tracking. 
 
H. SONALYSTS, INC. QUESTIONS POSED TO THE GROUP 
Q. Are there any LIght Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) datasets releasable?  
A. There is an extensive set of Gulf Coast datasets available to the U.S. 
Government. 
Q. Photogrammetry, LIDAR, and manual surveys are all methods for gathering 
raw data for X3D simulated environments.  Are there other methods?  Can you describe 
them? 
A. Eric Turpin <eric@geovrml.com> Solutions are quite different depending on 
your actual needs.  Main classifiers are area, precision, and speed.  Secondary classifier is 
qualification of raw data.  This qualification helps a lot when designing VR scenery.  
And, once again local culture/architecture: to be caricutural, the area of U.S. skyscraper 
doesn't call for the same approach as a chemical plant or as an Australian aboriginal 
leaving place. 
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Photogrammetry and LIDAR:  
Good for large areas, and quite fast.  Precision takes much longer time.  One 
needs to eliminate all vegetation in order to reconstruct architectural shapes, and 
classifying information is very scarce: producing a usable VR scene out of LIDAR data 
proves to be a long job: you end up with an unqualified single mesh: setting apart 
buildings, pavement, stairs, sign posts, ground level detail (think of shops marquises ...), 
and, unless you have access to oblique shots, you only have the roof and pavements 
textures to drape the buildings with.  In the end, this is very man-labor intensive.  
Manual survey isn't designed for speed, or for large areas, but beats any other 
method when it comes to actual 'pertinent' accuracy and qualification of shapes.  It gives 
access to data unavailable thru airborne 
LIDAR/photogrametry: buildings sides, and qualification: 
Another method (depending on the need) is ground based photography (or very 
low altitude, think drones or any low altitude aircraft or balloon), coupled with range 
measurement and Global Positioning System (GPS) (including referential ground GPS 
point).  There are several setups possible to do this, I even witnessed a 'hat' made of six 
cameras a guy was wearing while walking in the street... 
I'd recommend a more stable mounting :), though it was interesting as a 
qualification system: you even had the local pedestrian types (market area, offices area, 
work place, etc ...), car traffic (intensity, type), etc... 
Depending on the need, I wouldn't recommend either single method, neither for 
speed, nor for accuracy, nor for leveling human touch.  Final use target decides. 
One thing for sure: only a fool wouldn't use a GIS system to gather the data.  And 
that's where leveling may take place in the treatment/gathering/productions steps 
processes.  This is the only real way to use available data (qualifiers, basic structures, 
etc...), cross it with produced data, and mix the whole.  That the nodal point where 
cumulative effort takes place, and where the most attention has to be put, in order to 
convert a point cloud into a leaving place... 
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Once again, different quick and automatic methods for producing X3D methods 
do exist: take a LIDAR point cloud, consider it's 2.5 D and triangulation is fast and easy, 
drape it with aerial photography, fill the missing building faces with generic textures, and 
your done, at the expense of accuracy and optimization.  On the other hand, find a city 
map, or digitize from aerial imagery the buildings footprints, if height data isn't available 
as a polygon qualification, it may be fast to add it, just by evaluating floors numbers, 
extrude it, and your similarly done, with sometimes better accuracy (think of the 
vegetation and LIDAR), and far much 3D optimization. 
Of course LIDAR data may be automatically 'cleaned', that's part of the usual 
commercial package offered by the guy doing the work (data roughness in vegetation 
area is easily spotted, lampposts artifacts are easily removed, etc...), decimation may be 
undertaken using specific algorithms.  I had to work with such raw data: a 0.1 meter point 
cloud of a city.  I could see in the point cloud the paper bins in the streets (and, I think, a 
dog honoring one), and the engines of the airplane leaving the airport.  A few statistical 
steps further (local deviance, roughness mostly), a few decimation steps further (with 
conservation rule based on the statistical analysis), and I ended up with a quite good 
model for fly throughs (http://www.geovrml.com/eng/index.htm) - sorry, the site hasn't 
changed since last century - find your way to 'Galleries' (bottom) -> 'urban models' (left), 
see 'Monaco'), but certainly not for pedestrian walkthroughs.  Geometric 
distortions/inaccuracies where too high, so I had to spend a lot of labor before it reached 
the walkthrough standard. 
Now there maybe are, nowadays, better algorithms for decimation and auto 
qualification... but still, imho, the road is long from LIDAR to a Ultra High Resolution 
Building (UHRB)... so the answers are lying in the projected use.  
Q. What is the quickest method to convert a raw data set (a LIDAR map for 
example) into X3D models?  The most accurate method?  The best method? 
A.  Len Bullard <cbullard@hiwaay.net> Isn't one approach to use LIDAR in 
combination with time-stamped video where both are sampled simultaneously from the 
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same or multiple units?  It is still messy, but easier for manual annotation later by a 
human who can review it and put in the first pass or multiple passes. 
Speaking of photo mapping, there is a program on the History Channel here in the 
States where collections of pre-post and during the event aerial battle photography is 
mapped to the 3D terrains to demonstrate the history of the battle. This use of 3D for 
historical visualization based on archived high resolution resources is very effective. 
Q. Can X3D models be automatically created from raw data, that is with little or 
no human interaction? 
A.  NPS tools have produced several exemplars.  The Rez tool by Ping Interactive 
is another good example. 
Q. How was the Pearl Harbor map created? 
A. Refer to the NPS Modeling and 3D Visualization for Evaluation of Anti-
Terrorism/Force Protection Alternatives Phase II Final Report Appendix G (Brutzman et. 
al., 2006).  
 
I. RAJ SINGH, OPEN GEOSPATIAL CONSORTIUM (OGC) 
Q. Do you have a slide of the OGC references to give people an idea of what the 
OGC stack is? 
A. Web-mapping service, an API to give you back an image from a location you 
specify.  Web-coverage service (WCS) gives you back other requested resources.  Web-
catalog service – symbology libraries.  OGC started with database geo standards.  
Two big efforts: geo standards (new relationship with W3C), interoperability test 
bed- very important to their members. 
Covering Geography Markup Language (GML)/City GML (to describe urban 
environments) 
Web Terrain Service 
CAD-GIS (geo information systems), BIM (building information models) 
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Google/Sketchup integration 
CAD culture different from GIS/BIM technologies.  Lot of effort to get them to 
work together. 
Seamless semantics important to GIS apps. 
Client gets data from a lot of different sources put into a federated database 
Services: web mapping (2D), web feature services (vector service), Web coverage 
service (any data), web catalog service (in process to be defined). 
Q. What is your take on where or how this project (the X3D part) will look to 
OGC members?   
A. Time is right for 3D geospatial.  Baseline is done.  Sensors, digital rights 
management (DRM), CAD based data.  GeoRSS is simplest way to communicate geo 
vector data, and a popular movement at OGC. 
People have had such a hard time with information management, search and 
discovery issues… SensorML, sensor services and DRM are areas that are hot.   
Q. How do you feel about other APIs like Google Earth? 
A. We are working with other folks on how to come up with similar standards in 
order to simplify efforts. 
 
J. CHRIS NICHOLAS, PLANET 9 DESIGN STUDIOS 
Architecture Visualization 
Early VRML adopter 
Imagery and data change quickly 
Proprietary viewers: GlobeXplorer, Yahoo®, Google and Microsoft® 
Teleatlas, Navteq, 3D (Planet 9, rigged characters, etc.) 
3D: graphics APIs vs. sensors need to be explored!! good points. 
Sustainable ecosystem: the goal. 
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K. DAVID BEARD, GEOSCIENCE AUSTRALIA 
Q. Silly question, but what time is it there? 
A. 0850 on Wednesday the 15th of November. 
Participant comment: Seems that when we get a dedicated working group 
assembled that we will be working across time zones consistently. 
Q. (Question about server load/capacity for data) 
A. If we develop open-standards, Google Earth™ may attempt to play.  Google 
Earth™ has a LOT of servers that can pump out data streams consistently, so we will 
have to deal with that capacity demand as that is what our customers will expect in 
delivery. 
Participant comment: NPS has agreed to host a cache of servers that will be made 
available to the working group and eventually the open public.  Perhaps some companies 
will donate server assets. 
Q. Do you talk to Google at all (to Don Brutzman). 
A. Yes, we’ve had several discussions with Google.  We were across the show 
floor at SIGGRAPH this year and have had good discussion with Michael Jones, head of 
Google Earth™.  They intended to send somebody this week, however, they are busy 
with other projects at this time. 
Participant comment: It’s interesting that your browser has OGC capability 
embedded.  Exposing an existing set of VRML assets in your application may be more 
attractive than attempting to convert to SML formats and such.  Google Earth™ is 
moving to an OGC set of standards as well.  It would seem prudent to keep in the VRML 
standard and not spend time converting to other standards. 
As a minimum, we could have a flag that will allow for a projection in another 
earth frame embedded in Google Earth™. 
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It would seem to me that we could have a global set of servers that will 
accommodate an X3D Earth environment and have that posted to the web which will 
have an advantage over a KML format as it will be more accessible. 
 
L. DALLAS MEGGITT, S&ST 
Q. How much utility and value does 3D add over 2D? 
A. It adds a heck of a lot, at least by a factor of 2.  Add to the user’s visualization 
of various data fusions.  Multi-screens are nice, but lack dimensionality.  Computers are 
equipped to provide rendering cheaply and plentifully.  People who hold the money 
pockets, much more impact will be delivered, i.e. visualizing a red team penetration into 
a base.  Ingress/egress routes are better understood. 
Q. In your data fusion work, do you assign confidence intervals to your merged 
totals? 
A. Yes, a variety of detailed analysis occurs.  
Participant comment: NPS will show how we do this in a current application.  
Well defined statistical formulae can be applied to produce meaningful information from 
simulation data. 
GIS plays a key role in their efforts. Everything they do is geo-referenced. 
Example: Vehicle Based Improvised Explosive Device (VBIED). 
GIS provides the “common” foundation in common operating systems. 
X3D requirements: compatibility with Environmental Systems Research Institute 
(ESRI) files, ease of use, ease of changes in GIS. 
 
M. SHUN-YUN HU, NATIONAL CENTRAL UNIVERSITY TAIWAN 
Q. Have you considered quality of a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) approach where the 
server essentially has no control over the quality of the peers? 
A. Quality of streaming can be ensured through matching up a requester with the 
best serving peers. It’s done by a de-centralized approach where the client determines 
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where it connects. For example, in BitTorrent, each peer keeps 5 download connections 
from a pool of 40 potential serving peers, and a random switch every 30 seconds helps to 
discover the best serving peers.  Although it’s a randomized approach, it turns out to 
work fairly well. 
Q. What about methods to allow commercial vendors to provide terrain dataset 
and restrict peers to get data only from other peers that have signed on with the server? 
A. It’s possible to adopt a centralized login for P2P systems. There are existing 
schemes where a peer can sign on with a centralized server to get a timed certificate, 
which can then be verified by other peers to ensure that only authenticated peers can 
communicate with each other. The server is also required only during the initial login. 
Commercial adoptions for P2P should be possible. 
Participant comment: we can allow a commercial vendor to supply terrain data, 
then overlay datasets on top of the base terrain. 
Q. There’s a widely used presence protocol called Extensible Messaging and 
Presence Protocol (XMPP), Jabber Chat Standard, have you used XMPP?  How does it 
compare with customized P2P protocols?  
A. Not familiar with XMPP as of yet. 
Participant comment: we have some co-homework to do together then. 
Participant comment: X3D Earth should allow distributed servers. It should allow 
anyone to provide their own data service, which ties to the P2P approach. You might 
have a few servers to serve the base global data, and a distributed approach could relieve 
loads from a centralized server. 
A. When P2P is designed well, servers should only serve the data once, other 
peers will take care of the serving afterwards, relieving the servers from being a 
bottleneck (whether centralized or distributed servers). 
Q. Do you have a sense of how long it takes to flush the queue in the context of 
new terrain data (within an hour, or..)? 
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A. The time to release new data to users depends on two factors: how much data 
to be updated, and the amount of server-side bandwidth.  
Participant comments: the question was more about if there are new contents, can 
there be a versioning scheme so that peers can know that they should replace the old 
contents?  
A. Simple versioning scheme can be added for content update purposes. One 
thing to note is that update in fact occurs incrementally, as a peer only has limited view of 
the global data. In that sense, even updating entire new contents wouldn’t be that bad in 
terms of the bandwidth requirement. 
Participant comments: biggest issue: scalability analysis 
P2P approach: promising for scalability, see paper in the Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Network publication, July 06 (Shun-Yun Hu, Jui-Fa 
Chen and Tsu-Han Chen, 2006). 
Great point: make X3D Earth the social experiment for Virtual Worlds and 
environments.  Multi-user is easily extensible with P2P. 
 
N. DR. J. MARK PULLEN, GMU 
Q. Is Battle Management Language (BML) as subset, or a superset of Joint 
Consultation Command & Control Information Exchange Data Model  (JC3IEDM)? 
A. No, BML is not, it is a separate standard being work by SISO, the same people 
working Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocol and High Level Architecture 
(HLA).  BML is an unambiguous language that is both human understandable and C2 
systems readable.   
Q. Was there a broad goal of interacting with industry for this project, or a 
specific partner? 
A. The philosophy is a broad goal.  ESRI is one partner that is interested in 
working with us interactively. 
Q. What is CJMTK? 
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A. Commercial Joint Mapping Toolkit (CJMTK), specially licensed version of 
ESRI ArcView tools for government use. 
Participant comment: There is high-level interest for NPS students to work with 
BML as this will directly apply to field officers and how they can interact. 
Participant comment: Network Education Ware (NEW) is part of the old 
Multicast Backbone framework, with a floor control wrapped in Java to display and 
interact with.  Uniform Resource Locator (URL): http://netlab.gmu.edu/NEW. 
 
O. CHRIS THORNE, PING INTERACTIVE 
Q. When you say that you moved a scene 150 meters, did you shift every vertex 
within your error-minimizing software engine? 
A. Yes; and that includes the lights, camera as well as the distance.  Errors are 
produced when moving scenes away from the origin, but are reduced when moving them 
closer to you actually. 
Q. In terms of the scale of planet earth, how many meters before vibration (errors) 
occurs. 
A. About 1000 meters.  It starts to get noisy between 10 and 100 meters. 
Participant comment: it might be good if the floating-point algorithms were 
embedded and tested using Extensible Java-based 3D (Xj3D) rendering.  
 
P. NASA WHIRLWIND 
Download and source code URL: http://worldwind.arc.nasa.gov/download.html  
 
Q. ROB GLIDDEN 
Participant comments: Rob Glidden makes some good points for identifying user 
communities for X3D Earth and how maps and mashups come into play.  Map APIs 
today do not allow you to do anything web like search inside Google.  
Are we talking about a service or infrastructure product?  
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R. DISCUSSION OF TOPICS FOR DAY TWO 
Q: Should we call this project X3D Earth since this may cause controversy with 
Google Earth™? 
A.  Doesn’t seem to be a controversy, each is different and precisely named.  
Overlaps and interoperability are good things. 
Q. Dallas – What about subsurface?  There is a lot of complexity in this realm? 
Participant comment: different parts of earth: land, sea, space, etc., should be 
represented.  Ocean data, especially subsurface terrain, are not represented in Google 
Earth™ but should be in X3D Earth. 
Participant comment: we don’t have a large amount of research money to go forth 
in order to implement all of these features, so we will have to go forth and accomplish 
what we can with what we have.  Working together helps. 
W3C GeoSpace Incubator http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/geo/charter - an 
exploratory group that could be of importance to this effort.  This may be a great 
organizing principle and should be part of our outreach effort - OGC’s Raj Singh one of 
the chairs. 
GeoIQ was mentioned as a map-layering application that may be another possible 
resource to choreograph scenes.   
 
S. GROUP REACTIONS TO DAY ONE PRESENTATIONS 
 
S.1 Chris Anslow 
How do we work with the project?  Technical aspects of this project, deadlines 
imposed on ourselves, determining a clear goal of what we wish to achieve over the next 
two years. 
 
S.2 Mike McCann 
Mentioned the GeoVRML project and it’s likeness to this project.  This project 
tackled a big problem, but failed to hit that sought-after “sweet spot” in creating X3D 
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scenes with solid geospatial reference frames that perform conversion automatically.  
Authors and programmers like an application that be can used and/or extended from other 
applications.  We need to define specifications that will help the end user. 
How to join and engage end users?  Group, repositories and codebases discussed. 
What milestones and deadlines over the next few years are required?  Today’s 
cool tools are still missing generality of GIS + Generalized 3D + information + web 
services.  End users want a constellation of applications; an ecosystem/platform they can 
use, both for general and advanced users. 
Advanced end users become content developers even regular-user content needs 
to be verified/verifiable.  Generalized 3D UI issues for the end user navigation are very 
important.  An advanced end user can add their own 3D authoring tool results without 
being a programmer and may want a seamless transition from out doors to indoors, go 
inside a building, etc.  
 
S.3 Chris Nicholas 
We need to distinguish ourselves from consumer-driven applications put out by 
Microsoft, Google, etc.  We need to be able to publish in the spirit of W3C.  The level of 
metadata, chain of trust, decision support… if we can balance that between the cadre of 
14 year olds immersed in this stuff with what we see as needed. 
We won’t have just one Earth point, but a cluster of various points to deal with. 
How to gain critical mass, survive and grow over long term 
 - tension between simplicity and sophisticated engineering 
 - market forces of big player with costly assets needed 
 - chain of trust for data pedigree, modification, distribution providing 
well-understood mechanisms when/where needed 
Provide guaranteed, well-understood mechanism for where data came from.  
Google Earth does not really tell me any detailed accurate sources to validate data. 
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Also, WMS textures, W3C, OASIS may have an important impact. 
 
S.4 Toni Parisi 
It is important to emphasize Web Service Architecture (WSA).  We need a new 
and improved scene graph that has good navigation, shader support, tile support and a 
solid support in SAI codebases.  This is a big endeavor, but I’m ready to begin work on 
this.  We need a new and improved scene graph; specification + best practice content + 
players.  We need to be able to go indoors when within a scene, go down a mine-shaft… 
to be able to go about seamlessly anywhere around in a scenegraph.  Improved navigation 
modes: wide range of contexts, consistent implementations 
Do no harm, do not break existing success (e.g. explore indoors). 
Policies and checking for inclusion of content in shared worlds 
 - but these may be specialized applications of shared X3D Earth assets 
Use X3D as rich-media technology in our daily work (Microsoft PowerPoint™, 
Open Document Format, etc.) 
Physics and rigid-body components will someday be added to X3D specifications, 
which will be able to render gravity-influenced objects. 
Web3D should not take on the responsibility of heading a project that will go 
head on with Microsoft® and Google Earth™ against our proposed project. 
 
S.5 Jeff Weekley 
Creating content that the user community can use, complete with quality 
assurance and verifiable, will be important.  Editorial control will be key.  Building 
measurements, stylistics, pixel resolution on an acceptable texture as well as integrity, 
accuracy and relevance tied to X3D Earth elements.   





S.6 Raj Singh 
Cultural differences GIS, 3D communities and efforts 
 - this is good/complementary 
 - lots of opportunity to do things right 
 - don’t lose or break goodnesses when composing these worlds. 
 - baseline architectures are different, and difficult technical work is needed 
 to integrate 
 - maintain performance 
Streaming is big area, big hole 
 - predictive data loading, multi-resolution  
 - classic P2P/multicast 
 - Web Services XML SOA 
 - XML Chat (in between) 
OGC has talked about how to market what they maintain, and make results openly 
accessible to the public. 
Participant comment: Amela Sadagic reports that Internet2 has a broad 
community of practice already that includes both research and industry; some patterns for 
success may pertain.  http://www.internet2.edu  
 
S.7 Lessons Learned 
Defining requirements for authentication (certificates, etc.) is important up front, 
several security-related technologies pertain. 
 - W3C XML Security 
 - OASIS WS - * specifications related to Web Services 
 - Others? (mostly proprietary, unlikely)  
Internet2 has a community of practice already, Shibboleth Internet2.edu 
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Michael Moody: Maintaining user friendliness will be key along with practical 
performance.  Be careful of adding new features as this will change an already familiar 
interface.  Users will want to go to their “spot” very quickly and navigate from that point, 
zoom in quickly and retrieve data.  Google Earth™ provided good example of not 
compromising this essential requirement.  Baseline standards need to address ease of use 
from the get-go.  For example, a user-friendly Camera model should be part of this 
baseline standard. 
Q. Is this definable, testable, guaranteed repeatable? 
Q. Is this a specification issue or an application requirement? 
 
S.8 Don McGregor 
Can’t specify requirements for every kind of information that is desired.  Need a 
framework to GeoReference diverse data, some known, some unknown. 
- probable lessons learned from GIS approaches to layering and cross referencing 
- Semantic Web is yet another option/perspective on this issue 
 
S.9 Rob Glidden 
Hardening of the Guru’s and established communities – the inflammatory 
problem needs to be avoided. 
The hope and promise 
 - rapid progress and exposed capabilities demonstrated by Google Earth 
 - Is player really the compositor of everything of interest? 
 - The world is bigger than the WWW, not lesser than  
Embrace open layer of web services architecture 
Invert scene graph paradigm 
 - scene graph is part of a larger world of interaction/interactivity 
 - we are contributing to emerging combination of many efforts 
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 - we are not digesting/internalizing others standards and capabilities 
Need to be careful about becoming part of the solution and not add more 
problems to the “problem space.” 
Go look at openlayers.org. Likes what Tony said about user requirements being 
crucial and builds on what Tony says. Meta concept: Web Service Architectures are not 
the whole world, open layers are a good thing to investigate. Rob suggests inverting the 
scene graph paradigm, look at GUI. An interesting X3D GUI is not necessarily an X3D 
browser. He thinks Web services aren’t the end-all and that web browsing as we know it 
today may not be the paradigm to view virtual world, earth, etc. in the future.  
Scene graph and metaverse world role: typical presentation says that a metaverse 
world needs to fit into a scene graph, not the other way around.  I don’t get that.  That 
doesn’t support what he was saying IMHO, because fitting a metaverse into a scene 
graph still motivates the browser paradigm to view the metaverse. 
We need to pay attention to the some hot initiatives: Where2.0 conference URL: 
http://conferences.oreillynet.com/where2006, geodata.gov URL: 
http://gos2.geodata.gov/wps/portal/gos and openlayers.org. 
 
S.10 Dallas Meggit 
End user needs to be able to change what they and input their own objects into the 
GIS tool/space.  Many features sound great, but implementation sounds hard.   
 
S.11 Dr. Richard Puk 
We still have not strictly defined what an “X3D Earth” actually is.  The 
infrastructure enhancements: need to determine who populates X3DE data. X3DE data 
needs to be discoverable, filterable and accessible by end users.  Everything is about the 
data, what you do with it, where is it, tell somebody else where it is, formatting, protocols 
– all are in need of a maintenance distribution cycles.  Mostly, we will need a server side 
X3D specification to allow user to gain access to subsections of required data. 
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Need to refine/improve definition of X3DE which provides a high-level context 
for requirements. 
 
S.12 Alan Hudson 
Need to be able to provide users with elevation data complete with spot heights.  
Need base-level high-quality Earth imagery files along with the terrain/elevation data. 
Important architectural feature: catalog of free data services. 
Showing government agencies how to expose data, getting their support, buy-in 
and sponsorship 
The architecture of this project needs to support commercial products so that there 
is a way to attract a reliability factor that we ourselves are not willing to pay for.  
Enabling commercial business models is important, but specific business models are not 
the focus of the working group. 
Putting out free assets from X3D Earth and MS Earth led the way so we need to 
put free data out there in our earth to encourage users to join. Google is a file server of 
data from ESRI. The data has to be easily digestible for 3D consumption. 
 
S.13 Leonard Daly 
I haven’t heard any specific definition of an “end user” for this project.  Sponsors 
should be able to supply money to enhancing this project since development time will 
take considerable funding.   
Energy exploration and extraction can be a potential pool of users.  The military 
and other agencies working on Anti-terrorism/Force Protection practices have been 
identified.   
I want to emphasize the need for multi-temporal data. Being able to identify the 
change in the scenes is very important to a large number of users for tracking changes in 
the surface appearance. These users work for governments (local to world) for land use 
planning, emergency planning and management, ecological change tracking, national 
security, tactical planning, and global climate change. 
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S.14 Douglas Maxwell 
Multi-spectral and multi-dimensionality are key features, but multi-temporal 
should be an aspect well.  A while ago I explained why I could not use Google Earth, but 
from a technical standpoint, but Google Earth is not and can not be accessible over the 
Secret Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNET).  Simply put, this needs to happen 
with X3DE.   
Web Services have been proven and work on the SIPRNet and this is good news 
since this is the web-based architecture that we have discussed.   
Analysts have brought pre-printed maps into the Sensitive Compartmented 
Information Facilities (SCIF) to have as a point of reference when conducting battle 
damage assessment since what you typically see is only a damaged building and no point 
of reference of where this building might be located.   
How do we handle lots of entities, such as (200 … 200K) active participants?   
Special issue: anomaly detection within (or in comparison with) regular datasets 
Would like to see specification since we have worked in a vacuum on our value-
metric datasets, so, since we are getting ready to create our next generation of our 
database, this is a good time to incorporate input into a standard.  A mutual benefit to 
cooperation and early adoption. 
Would like to have some confidence in meshing algorithms used.  Need to be 
careful that a really smooth mesh is not always possible and to not expect high-quality for 
each request, however, end users will likely not trust a bad looking scene. 
 
S.15 Rick Goldberg 
We have multiple different layers, multiple different times, quality of data issues, 
etc., how are these all sorted out? 
How closely is virtual ownership close to physical ownership?   
There are all kinds of standards, protocols and techniques for actually doing all of 
this work.   
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Entry-level resources from the OpenGIS community might be most helpful since 
a lot of our discussed issues have most likely been addressed (and possibly solved) 
already. 
 
S.16 Chris Thorne 
Chris Thorne sees X3D as a rich media type that we should employ as a use-case 
or as something solvable for our own ecosystem; using our own technology will help us 
drive requirements for X3D Earth. 
   
T. DR. AMELA SADIGIC – WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE? 
Different mechanisms for feedback mechanisms 
- 2nd Life, artificial economies 
- IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) 
- Creative Commons 
- Wikipedia 
Went over some very well founded, tried and true open-source codebase project 
management best practices. 
 
U. DISCUSSION – WHAT DO YOU AS END USERS NEED? 
Toni Parisi moderating.  Each participant asked to take the role of an end user in 
their areas of expertise. 
 
U.1 Douglas Maxwell (NUWC) 
Need to be able to access data on secure networks.  Need to access underwater 
bathymetry and sound speed profile data. 
US Navy fleet operations need a 3D reconstruction and analysis tool for viewing 
battle-group maneuvers. Data is recorded and moved to a server so analysts can use the 
SIPRNet to connect to their website to get the exercises they need.  They can then replay 
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these in real–time so speed is important. Users select geo-specific events with position, 
participators, etc.  Have animations of P-3 aircraft coming in.  Overlay trails, anything are 
possible. Simulation, animation with time control in the ocean context only, anywhere in 
the world.  The current database is populated with VRML and they just finished adopting 
the X3D converter.  Why our X3D Earth and not a commercial system?  Because they 
need ocean knowledge, and a large volumetric location database.  The detection (sonar) 
radii really need volume rendering.  The system needs to be totally accurate, which 
includes precise physics computations and environmental data. 
Mike Moody notes that Volume Rendering of data is painful on delivery times 
and cost. 
These exercises can get quite large, so laying down a flat planar surface doesn’t 
cut it.  The distributed web based service allows users to get the content they want to see.  
Users are analyzers who get exercises and they need to figure out what is going on in the 
environment.  They look for statistical outlyers and throw that away for instance.  They 
use their own sensors to gauge where they are and they can find out quickly if they are 
wrong or not. Sensors are analyzed for their effectiveness.  
Google Earth™ is useless for water. Constrained definitions for the Earth make it 
less than optimal. 
Mike McCann says isosurface data provides a better representation than 
volumetric data and is cheaper for many applications.  This approach is both push and 
pull.  Annotation and corrections are also possible using this approach. 
 
U.2 Chris Nicholas (Planet 9) 
Wants X3D Earth to handle a generic urban warrior, for example.  Need decision 
support in the field; many things occur on the fly in a dense urban environment.  Expect 
to use coordinates around the area of interest.  Capture and authenticate geospatially 
referenced media streams, such as head-mounted video/voice from first responders.  
Needs accurate urban scale: character animation, ability to do ground collision detection, 
moving vehicles, sound, video.  An extensible mechanism of nodes is highly desirable.  
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Need arbitrarily large scene graphs, good paging, good scene graph authoring.  Wants to 
traverse in high resolution along the way.  Page in large scene graphs: customers: first 
responders, “doom” navigation mode for rapid-response teams, etc.  Miscellaneous 
mode: commercial/consumer developers needing media fusion. Needs authorization 
capabilities and authorization/administration delegation. 
Need video provided to a squad car, and that video captured…  Need 
actors/entities to act in a realistic urban environment, need to move from outside to inside 
buildings in  these environments.  Need moving vehicles, sound and other such plug-ins 
to extend my environment.  Need to traverse in high-resolution from San Francisco and 
San Diego and be able to traverse indoors as well. 
I’m very familiar with optimizing runtime engines and am willing to work off 
hours to do just this.  Need to be able to page in arbitrary large amounts of scene-graphs.  
The customers I need to support are first responders, Emergency Medical Services (EMS) 
responders, fire, police, etc.  I also need to support real estate developers. 
Media fusion, audio, video, high-resolution images need to be fused, both indoor 
and outdoor, at street level, where actual rendering is needed.  Need out-of-band 
communications to get telemetry data. 
Focus on visualization of consistent model of outside world all the way to inside 
world, in a cohesive way.  I can’t look horizontally at street level, nor am I able to look or 
go inside buildings with the other Earth models.  Need to also do some animations, 
authenticate via Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) and update entities on the fly.   
 
U.3 Mike McCann (MBARI) 
The market to oceanographers is small, but the need to view underwater scenes 
will continue to exist.  It will also be important to extend iso-surfaces to volumetric data.  





U.4 Chris Thorne (Ping Interactive) 
Use case: online underground mining-accident reconstruction.  Engineers need to 
look at what conditions where before an accident, see what actually occurred as a result 
of those causes, and then determine the consequences uncloaked as the result of the 
accident.  Need to visualize escape routes, perform distance measurements, conduct 
safety planning and recovery from mining accidents.   
Need to go from wherever in the world, zoom down to a level and go into a mine.  
Need to be able to dynamically modify the scene, drill, etc. 
The other Earth models don’t cater to my data needs, nor would be willing to 
allow me to host my own data, and if they did, would charge me to use my own data!   
Synchronization is not yet solved.  Multi-user does not equal database 
synchronization directly. 
 
U.5 Alan Hudson (Yumetech) 
Need to determine the multi-user domain management issues.  Tony Parisi and 
Don Brutzman explained that the Web3D Consortium should not be the head of data 
management issues, but also discussed with the fact that data synchronization is not 
addressed well beyond any other working groups.  Perhaps it should be considered as part 
of our problem solving strategy. 
 
U.6 Mike Moody (Schlumberger) 
The Earth part for me that is important is connecting sub-surface area and the 
ability to go directly to that area, fly to different zones, perform comparison analysis on 
these sites. 
Google Earth™ and Microsoft Virtual Earth™ are deemed to be the best 





U.7 Parting shots from participants that have to depart. 
Tony: Let’s keep this smart.  We as adults can impose a certain discipline on the 
process.  Let’s solve the important issues and strive NOT to take on more work. 
Raj: Let’s get the streaming terrain issues solved and be able to work on going 
into buildings. 
Rob G.: There are still a lot of “what is a user” kinds of questions being asked.  
There are many kinds of users ranging from technical users to people who pay guru’s to 
develop something for that user. 
General comments: 
Several: Embed X3D earth in consumer ready applications. Many consumer and 
industry applications can be mashed up with X3D Earth along with X3D and the web in 
general.  
Dick Puk: Pagable, mergable scenegraphs. Grab data and merge for data source 
merging.  Need more hyperlinking to groups, geometry and annotation for instance. 
Streaming is important. 
Chris N: focus on what is fundamentally 3D that is not provided yet (or in 2D) so 
that we can focus on the value added of 3D graphics in X3D Earth. 
 
U.8 GeoScience Austrialia 
Has anyone looked at these web resources?  
DabbleDB URL: http://dabbledb.com  
Cellestia URL: http://www.shatters.net/celestia  






V.  ROB GLIDDEN – DEFINITIONS OF WHAT AN X3DE USER IS AND 
WHAT THE USER COMMUNITY IS 
What is it that is going to be useful by someone?  What are the meaningful 
categories in this project?  
Mashers – people who search for, take collections data and try to interconnect 
them and may publish the results of that effort 
Data providers 
Vendors 
Guru’s – knowledge people who have connotative skill sets to offer 
End users – viewers of the products, data, model of the world 
Analysts – viewers who repackage fused data for presentation to decision makers 
Programmers 
 Needs a platform to get results 
 Makes the tools used by authors 
Authors == Creators of X3D 
Content providers 




W.  RITA TURKOWSKI (WEB3D CONSORTIUM) 
A conformance/performance test lab has been stood up and a conformance tester 
has been selected. 
Overview of Web3D membership levels: 
 
Table 1. Web3D Membership Levels 
 
Stressing the utmost importance of membership in order to have a voice in the 
direction of how X3DE will proceed. 
What are the benefits of Charter Level Membership?  You become part of the 
board and have a directing voice in how business is conducted.  You will have access to 
what is known hot and what is not. 
Q. Should the GeoSpatial Working Group be subsumed by the X3DE Working 
Group? 
A. We will need to draft a charter detailing what are goals are and what the 
deliverables will be.  A comparison of charters would be prudent at this time.  If there are 
parallel goals to achieve, greater forward motion may be achieved by combining into one 
Earth/GeoSpatial Working Group.  Will need to keep X3D Working Group focused and 
the specification and technical issues however. 
What are the metrics/measures of an X3DE Working Group success and what 
deliverables will be required?  From this knowledge, we will have a clearer picture of 
who would desire stakeholder-ship in areas of development.  The number of mashups and 
the number of X3DE applications may be a good metric.  Reference server architecture, 
as well as additions to the X3D specification will need to be considered for a charter. 
Refine from workshop requirements; produce goals that are strategic. 
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Compliance verification is a good litmus test for, and must be a requirement for, 
procurement.   
Will need a meeting in January or February: 
 - W/G kickoff, “finish” charter 
 - Demonstrate capabilities 
 - Open and recorded, but subsequent meetings are for members only) 
 - getting the word out. 
 - potential members and press 
 - DEMOs! 
Outreach in other meetings: 
 - I/ITSEC 
 - OGC technical meeting 
 - W3C technical plenary in conjunction with GEOIncubator 
 - Press releases 
Don Brutzman, Mike McCann and Len Daly will spearhead the first draft charter 
for the new X3DE Working Group. 
 
X. WEB 3D 2007 SYMPOSIUM 
• Send in papers! 
• Friday, April 19th, 2007 in Perugia, Italy 
• 2-tracks 
o Requirements and use cases 




Y.  CLOSING COMMENTS – DON BRUTZMAN 
The thing about working with a large group is the fact that things seems to move 
slow at first because we have to feel each out each other’s needs and contributional 
potential, but we will prevent ourselves from marching into a hole because someone is 
always mindful and keeping watch against this.  Thus the process and “wisdom of the 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A.  CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions and recommendations for future work were composed 
by the moderators.  Group discussion resulted in several improvements and additions.  
Attendees agreed that there points provided a good summary of the workshop 
presentations and dialog. 
 
What We’re Seeing 
• Lots of compelling success stories 
• Apparently composable technical approaches  
• Complementary standards and organizations 
• Diverse disconnected projects 
• Confluence, overlap, agreement 
• Substantial discussion on many overlapping points of interest 
 
What We’re Not Seeing 
• Coherent use cases for design requirements 
• Major controversies or major conflicts 
• Any other common-denominator 3D format 
o although not everybody is here today 
o and what about maps? 
• Confusion about what is needed next 
• Detailed server architecture, context etc. 





• Commercial products appear to have best quality, but free versions can 
be competitive 
o NASA WorldWind demo was compelling 
• Numerous data products available openly, from governments etc. 
o similar or better coverage to commercial products 
• Commercial products appear to be serving different end users 
 
Workshop Conclusions 
• X3D Earth is feasible  
o This effort can be started now 
• Many resources are already available  
o Work needed to make them compatibly available 
• No showstoppers found  
o A nice surprise after so many diverse inputs 
• Lots of collaboration and coordinated work are needed to proceed 
successfully  
o Are we building a web-services infrastructure?  
o Server-side specification might be most important activity 
 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Start an X3D Earth working group to tackle these many issues, in concert with 
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and other 
relevant standards organizations. 
Let the construction of X3D Earth capabilities guide the development of assets, 
documentation of best practices, and specification of relevant standards. 
 
APPENDIX A. X3D EARTH TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
WORKSHOP CALL FOR PARTICIPATION 
 
Call For Participation 
 
X3D Earth Requirements 
Workshop 
 
Requirements, Capabilities, Challenges, Partnerships and Next Steps 
 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey California USA 
14-15 November 2006 
 
Summary of X3D Earth goals.  Web3D Consortium members are preparing to build a 
standards-based X3D Earth usable by governments, industry, scientists, academia and the 
general public.  X3D mappings of world terrain, cartography and imagery will be made 
available for use in any scene, making it easy to geospatially reference and share X3D 
models.  Open standards, the Web architecture, XML languages and open protocols will 
be used throughout.  Both commercial and open-source software codebases will be able 
to utilize these best practices and contribute to these shared assets. 
 
Workshop goal.  Participants will identify and prioritize the technical requirements, 
available capabilities, open challenges and strategic partnerships needed for a Web3D 
working group to execute this ambitious project.  Emphasis will be placed on extensibly 
adapting existing resources and cooperating to achieve shared goals, especially with other 
open geospatial organizations and standards.  Workshop results will document participant 
contributions, next-step activities and goal milestones. 
 
Submission requirements for attendance.  Prospective participants are requested to 
submit a brief abstract discussing why they should attend.  Prior to the workshop, all 
attendees must provide a 2-4 page summary and short slideset regarding their area of 
interest, so that all participants can contribute to achieving our “big picture” goals.  
Whitepaper topics include following issues: 
• Strategic goals statement for community or domain of interest 
• Requirements for X3D Earth technical architecture and shared implementations 
• Assets already available:  datasets and datastreams, software, hardware, labor, etc. 
• Access and intellectual property rights (IPR) restrictions 
• Unresolved challenges and open questions that still need to be addressed 
Participation in this workshop is open to all interested stakeholders whose input abstracts 
are accepted.  Each workshop participant will be able to present a summary of their goal 
requirements, available assets and continuing efforts.  Ongoing participation in 
subsequent X3D Earth Working Group activities will only be available to institutional 




Workshop agenda.  This is a fast-paced, action-oriented workshop requiring participant 
preparation. 
• Day 1:  Conference attendee briefings 
o X3D Earth overview, mission statement, and Web3D working group 
process (1 hour) 
o Participants each present their stakeholder issues.  (10 minutes each, plus 
questions) 
• Day 2:  Building consensus (diff/merge bashing and matchup!) 
o Breakout groups compare/contrast/merge sets of goals, assets and 
challenges 
o Full group review of all proposed recommendations and goal outcomes 
o Proposed initial calendar, plan of actions and milestones 
Dates of interest. 
• October 20:  initial deadline, 1-page abstract submission  
• Ongoing submissions allowed until workshop, with immediate notification of 
acceptance 
• November 7:  requested submission of whitepaper and slideset for advance 
participant review 
• November 14-15:  X3D Earth Requirement Workshop in Monterey 
 
Organizers. 
 Dr. Don Brutzman (brutzman at nps.edu) 1.831.656.2149 
 Dr. Amela Sadagic (asadagic at nps.edu)  1.831.656.3819 
 Modeling Virtual Environments and Simulation (MOVES) Institute, 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey California USA. 
    
Administrative items. 
• Website:  http://www.web3D.org/x3d-earth 
• Email for submission and registration questions: 
   x3d-earth-workshop@MovesInstitute.org    
• Publication: Final presentations and papers will be published online as a  
  workshop report. 
• Participation:  The workshop invitation list is limited to approximately 30   
  people based on meeting-space requirements. 
• Hotels:  http://www.nps.navy.mil/moves/hotels.htm   
• Directions: http://www.nps.edu/Aboutnps/Navigation/Directions.html  
• Cost:  A requested contribution of $10 will pay for light refreshments.   
   Lunch can be conveniently purchased on campus. 
   A group dinner is planned for the evening of Tuesday November  







Dissemination of information. 
• All technically sound written submissions will be accepted and published online 
as part of the X3D Earth public website.  Ability to attend the workshop is not a 
prerequisite for inclusion. 
• Contributions may be published immediately if desired.  The organizers 
recommend this approach in order to gain the benefit of immediate dialog on the 
public mailing list. 
• Contributors may modify or defer publication of their contributions prior to the 
workshop.  Afterwards, all contributions are online and publicly available. 
 
Adoption of candidate technologies for potential inclusion in the X3D standard requires 
that each submitter provide technology contributions available for royalty-free (RF) use 
on the Web.  Further details are provided in the Web3D Consortium Intellectual Property 
Rights (IPR) Policy, available as Appendix A in the Web3D Member Agreement.  
http://www.web3d.org/membership/join  
 
Further information on Web3D and the ISO-approved Extensible 3D (X3D) Graphics 
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APPENDIX B. LIST OF WORKSHOP ATTENDEES 
X3D Earth Technical Requirements Workshop 
    
First name Last name email Affiliation 
    
Presenting and attending   
Craig Anslow Craig.Anslow at mcs.vuw.ac.nz Victoria Univ. of Wellington, NZ 
Don Brutzman brutzman at nps.navy.mil NPS 
Leonard Daly Leonard.Daly at realism.com Daly Realism 
Rob Glidden rob.glidden at sbcglobal.net   
Rick Goldberg rick at aniviza.com Aniviza Inc. 
Julian Gomez jeg at polished-pixels.com Polished Pixels 
Shun-Yun Hu syhu at yahoo.com National Central University 
Taiwan 
Alan Hudson giles at oz.net Yumetech 
Doug Maxwell MaxwellDB at Npt.NUWC.Navy.Mil NUWC, Newport RI 
Mike McCann mccann at mbari.org MBARI 
Perry McDowell mcdowell at nps.edu NPS 
Dallas Meggitt dmeggitt at soundandsea.com Sound + Sea Technologies 
Michael Moody mmoody at slb.com Schlumberger 
Chris Nicholas cnicholas at planet9.com Planet 9 Design Studios 
Terry Norbraten tdnorbra at nps.edu NPS 
Tony Parisi tparisi at mediamachines.com Media Machines 
Dick Puk puk at igraphics.com Intelligraphics 
Michael Ramsey Michael.Ramsay at mortenson.com Mortenson 
Amela Sadagic asadagic at nps.edu NPS 
Raj Singh rsingh at opengeospatial.org Open GIS Consortium (OGC) 
Jon Stirzaker Jon.Stirzaker at ga.gov.au Geoscience Australia 
Chris Thorne dragonmagi at gmail.com Ping Interactive 
Rita Turkowski rita.turkowski at web3d.org Web3D Consortium 
Keith Victor kvictor at cinci.rr.com Media Machines 
Contributing    
David Colleen dcolleen at planet9.com Planet 9 Design Studios 
Mike Heib mhieb at gmu.edu George Mason University (GMU) 
Patrick Hogan Patrick.Hogan at nasa.gov NASA 
Paul Keller Paul.J.Keller at nasa.gov NASA NExIOM 
Nick Polys npolys at vt.edu Virginia Tech (VT) 
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APPENDIX C. X3D EARTH TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
WORKSHOP AGENDA 
X3D-Earth Requirements Workshop 
MOVES Institute, Naval Postgraduate School 
November 14-15, 2006 
Watkins Annex Rooms 375/384 
 
Workshop Goal 
Participants will identify and prioritize the technical requirements, available capabilities, 
open challenges and strategic partnerships needed for a Web3D working group to execute 
this ambitious project. Emphasis will be placed on extensibly adapting existing resources 
and cooperating to achieve shared goals, especially with other open geospatial 
organizations and standards. Workshop results will document participant contributions, 
next-step activities and goal milestones. 
 
The workshop will begin with presentations from whitepaper contributors. Whitepaper 
topics include following issues: 
• Strategic goals statement for community or domain of interest 
• Requirements for X3D Earth technical architecture and shared implementations 
• Assets already available: datasets and datastreams, software, hardware, labor, etc. 
• Access and intellectual property rights (IPR) restrictions 
• Unresolved challenges and open questions that still need to be addressed 
 
Agenda 
Day 1: Tuesday, November 14 
0800-0830 Registration (and choose lunch selection) 
0830-0845 Welcome & Introductions (Don Brutzman, NPS MOVES) 
0845-0900 X3D-Earth Project Overview (Don Brutzman) 
0900-1030 Contributor Presentations 
1030-1045 Break 
1045-1200 Contributor Presentations 
1200-1300 Working Lunch 
1230-1300 X3D Geospatial Capabilities 
1300-1430 Contributor Presentations 
1430-1445 Break 
1445-1600 Contributor Presentations 




1700-1800 NPS Demonstrations & Reception 
   Anti-Terrorism/Force Protection Analysis Tool – Watkins 267 
   Autonomous Unmanned Vehicle Workbench – Watkins 375 
   Delta3D Open Source Game Engine – Watkins 212 
1900  Dinner: Tarpy’s Roadhouse, Route 68 (10 minute drive) 
 
Day 2: Wednesday, November 15 
0800-0830 Day 2 sign-in, break-out group assignments & choose lunch selection 
0830-1130 Breakout Groups 
   Group I: Wa-375 (moderator: to be selected by the group) 
   Group II: Wa-384 (moderator: to be selected by the group) 
1130-1200 Working Lunch 
1200-1300 Breakout Group Presentations 
1300-1400 Group Discussion: Align Issues & Identify Controversies 
1400-1500 Lessons Learned, Conclusions and Recommendations  
 (Amela Sadagic & Don Brutzman) 
1500-1530 Web3D Consortium Working Group Process  
(Alan Hudson & Don Brutzman) 
1530-1600 Next Steps: Structuring for Success & Avoiding Pitfalls 
(Don Brutzman) 




- final copies of presentations and point papers for public release 
- digitized video of presentations (but not discussions) 
- workshop assessment report 
- commence X3D Earth Working Group, http://www.web3d.org/x3d-earth 
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